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48.66% 127

46.74% 122

51.34% 134

69.73% 182

51.72% 135

Q3 Do you have specific ideas for funding projects and programs related to
any of the priority areas? If so, please enter them below in the text box

associated with the relevant priority area.
Answered: 261 Skipped: 285

# ADEQUATE AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING DATE

1 transition housing programs 4/14/2022 10:03 PM

2 Apartment sharing for transition homeless 4/14/2022 3:14 PM

3 Assistance to advance home ownership for people of color; Reference - City of Evanston -
Restorative Housing program

4/13/2022 4:50 PM

4 no 4/13/2022 12:07 PM

5 Mixed income/mixed age neighborhoods 4/10/2022 9:40 PM

6 https://endhomelessness.org/resource/housing-first/,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/100,000_Homes_Campaign; build or create or subsidize more
affordable, accessible housing for persons with disabilities and low-income folks.

4/9/2022 6:48 PM

7 So many people were displaced (evicted) due to job loss, more funding for rehousing w/o credit
reqs and late rental payments

4/8/2022 5:00 PM

8 Good rentals for single moms on disability 4/8/2022 4:56 PM

9 Need affordable housing for single moms on disability 4/8/2022 4:54 PM

10 Grants to those who need help with rent or housing. Funds for homeless programs 4/8/2022 4:51 PM

11 HOusing should be for everyone, not to those who already have housing, and to help all
mothers who work to support their kids no matter who they are.

4/8/2022 4:47 PM

12 Housing for long-term residents, not just students - which is overpriced for many single
families

4/8/2022 4:33 PM

13 Help the elderly 4/8/2022 4:31 PM

14 Mix affordable housing with market rate housing 4/8/2022 4:24 PM

15 Housing-First programs like "Helping Hands" in Springfield 4/8/2022 4:22 PM

16 More affordable housing. Support Ellis subdivision 4/8/2022 4:16 PM

17 rental vouchers 4/7/2022 1:00 PM

18 Housing for our homeless and vets 4/7/2022 12:56 PM

19 Community gardens in common areas 4/7/2022 12:53 PM

20 Rent assistance for people who don't meet government guidelines, ie, we make $139 over the 4/7/2022 12:49 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Adequate and Affordable Housing

Economic Recovery and Development

Human Rights and Social Services

Public Health and Safety

Sustainable Infrastructure
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limit to qualify for help, but are living on social security only

21 Use for the people instead of a select few 4/7/2022 12:33 PM

22 More senior benefits and housing 4/7/2022 12:24 PM

23 Help for people paying rent or lower the rent 4/7/2022 12:23 PM

24 Purchase or more housing facilities such as ones Cunningham Township purchases on
California

4/7/2022 12:19 PM

25 Rent control 4/7/2022 12:12 PM

26 Do not raise the housing 4/7/2022 12:11 PM

27 Prestamos accesibles para poder harer o comprar casa 4/7/2022 12:05 PM

28 More 4 and 5 bedroom affordable houses. Shelter for the homeless and battered women. "Little
houses for the homeless"

4/7/2022 11:36 AM

29 Help get homeless homes 4/6/2022 4:44 PM

30 Help people with children get homes 4/6/2022 4:41 PM

31 Keep housing prices down; homeownership more accessible 4/6/2022 4:36 PM

32 helping developers who are willing to build more affordable housing but may find the
cost/benefit detrimental without funds to help

4/6/2022 3:56 PM

33 We need a year round emergency shelter 4/5/2022 9:30 PM

34 change regulations to allow Accessory Dwelling Units, and increase types of "missing middle
housing" like duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, and allow them in more zoning districts.

4/5/2022 5:17 PM

35 "Housing First" policy and associated programs
(https://endhomelessness.org/resource/housing-first/). Zoning reforms to allow more housing in
more places.

4/5/2022 5:00 PM

36 Providing funds to prevent evictions & strengthen rent relief programs now that ERA has
expired is critical.

4/5/2022 2:49 PM

37 Do it such a way as to Somehow deter the mess that was created when we pretty much
invited the crime that was in Chicago down to our friendly town. What a disaster that was.

4/5/2022 11:16 AM

38 Use ARPA funds to reuse R7 boarding houses (especially in residential West Urbana) to
provide housing and economic opportunity for low-income Urbana families. Purchase the
current R7 boarding houses at fair market value, either through negotiation with current owners
or by eminent domain. Refurbish the houses into duplexes, preserving as much of the original
exterior features and as possible. Develop a program to enable low-income Urbana families to
purchase the remodeled homes by providing low interest loans, and education on how to
succeed at running a rental business (e.g. leases and leasing, property maintenance,
regulations…). The ownership agreement would have a covenant that at least half of the
duplex property must be the primary residence of the owner, thereby ensuring that the homes
are owner-occupied and the properties are properly cared for. The rental side’s income will
cover the mortgage and maintenance costs of the entire property. Thus, this plan will help low-
income families up the economic ladder and provide the stability and care of owner-occupied
homes to the neighborhood.

4/5/2022 8:25 AM

39 Incentives for affordable housing development in targeted areas of town 4/4/2022 1:17 PM

40 More sustainable housing like adapthaus 4/1/2022 4:55 PM

41 Housing assistance is already provided by several governmental agencies 4/1/2022 4:52 PM

42 Deregulate and minimize regulation 4/1/2022 4:30 PM

43 Grants for lower income homeowner upgrades. Public housing upgrades 4/1/2022 4:27 PM

44 affordable housing for single professionals 4/1/2022 4:16 PM

45 Yes, housing 4/1/2022 4:07 PM
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46 Homeless youth in our area 4/1/2022 12:09 PM

47 Establish rent cap regulations 4/1/2022 11:05 AM

48 collaborate with Champaign to help families move into the many empty apartments that
already exist in the newer high-rises near campus

4/1/2022 10:52 AM

49 housing rehab assistance 4/1/2022 9:50 AM

50 Rental and utility assistance 4/1/2022 9:12 AM

51 rent/utility assistance 4/1/2022 8:58 AM

52 shelter and long term housing for homeless and low income residents 4/1/2022 8:51 AM

53 Update shelters, create space for homeless to thrive 4/1/2022 7:57 AM

54 Simplified processes to enhance people pursuing opportunities/programs that the City already
provides.

3/31/2022 6:10 PM

55 Partner with real estate developers, architectural firms 3/31/2022 5:43 PM

56 eviction prevention, use ARPA esp when job lose due to covid has reduced or ended income.
Eviction during pandemic is harm to public health

3/31/2022 3:12 PM

57 Not housing for university students 3/30/2022 9:05 PM

58 Rent/mortgage assistance 3/30/2022 11:31 AM

59 prioritize small developers 3/30/2022 10:34 AM

60 Can any funds be invested and interest earned be used for projects? 3/30/2022 9:42 AM

61 Rent/mortgage assistance 3/30/2022 8:27 AM

62 Housing for the houseguests population in town 3/30/2022 8:10 AM

63 Help people become first time home owners. People who own their homes are more invested.
Help the middle class not just those that are on section 8.

3/28/2022 8:30 PM

64 Insure more location diversity to avoid concentration 3/28/2022 5:27 PM

65 Support for projects that end homelessness including elevating the work of local agencies,
shelter improvements, affordable units, and artist housing.

3/28/2022 2:58 AM

66 Rent controlled options for qualified applicants or more investment in habitat for humanity. 3/27/2022 8:41 PM

67 Rental & mortgage assistance, programs that encourage landlords to offer more affordable
rents, etc

3/25/2022 2:38 PM

68 No more units for UIUC students - lets build for people who actually need who live in our
community; also, renovations & upgrades to improve their health and safety

3/24/2022 10:18 PM

69 Revitalize neighborhoods through rehabs and renovations, partner with Housing Authority to
build more affordable housing

3/24/2022 10:38 AM

70 Creation of affordable housing for low income families 3/24/2022 10:37 AM

71 Expand affordable housing - let's look at open spaces for conversion 3/22/2022 6:10 PM

72 Expand residential area to East Urbana with recreation facilities. We can learn from other
countries such as Taiwan as to how efficient they can be.

3/22/2022 3:53 PM

73 Step up enforcement of property maintenance violations that are leading to disinvestment in
our older neighborhoods

3/22/2022 10:14 AM

74 Low barrier shelter (no rules excluding intoxicated people for the sake of intoxication, e.g.) 3/22/2022 9:16 AM

75 Adding to the overall housing stock for purchase is a huge need for families wanting to own.
Home ownership changes the racial wealth gap, transforms health outcomes, and decreases
interactions with law enforcement. A permanent home creates stability for individuals and the
community as a whole.

3/22/2022 6:15 AM

76 Reentry housing and affordable housing needed 3/21/2022 10:18 PM
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77 Create a city-wide plan for affordable housing with incentives for developers, who otherwise
would build more profitiable luxury housing.

3/21/2022 9:33 PM

78 Rent cap. 3/21/2022 6:28 PM

79 Rent/Utility/Mortgage assistance for those that do not qualify for section 8 housing, LIHEAP or
need help establishing credit to rent or buy a home. Development of affordable family housing
plan.

3/21/2022 5:12 PM

80 Financial assistance for 1st time homeowners 3/21/2022 2:37 PM

81 Ofrecer apoyo no solo a arrendatarios pero también a quienes son dueños de casas y no han
recibido rentas de sus arrendatarios por perdida de horas laborales.

3/21/2022 2:18 PM

82 More affordable housing available 3/20/2022 9:21 PM

83 Tiny homes community for homeless veterans 3/20/2022 12:25 AM

84 Increased/improved enforcement of vacant properties in order to accelerate their re-entry into
the housing market (low cost)

3/18/2022 9:44 AM

85 Prioritize homeless, consider models of cities experimenting with more forceful and robust
mental health care services. Is it better to put people in jail?

3/18/2022 8:51 AM

86 University YMCA 3/18/2022 8:43 AM

87 not a municipalities' job to support individuals mortgage needs 3/18/2022 6:22 AM

88 No 3/17/2022 9:35 PM

89 Infill building on some parking lots down town for small low income apts 3/17/2022 9:11 PM

90 Accessible and affordable houses/apartments 3/17/2022 7:29 PM

91 Yes 3/17/2022 6:20 PM

92 More education and downpayment grants for low income to PURCHASE not RENT, new
housing with low middle class family target (under 100K)

3/17/2022 4:45 PM

93 Rent controls and something to deal with escalating housing prices 3/17/2022 4:38 PM

94 Housing assistance 3/17/2022 3:28 PM

95 Eviction relief 3/17/2022 2:33 PM

96 Rent/Mortgage/Utility Assistance 3/17/2022 1:59 PM

97 Make it easier to build apartments 3/17/2022 1:50 PM

98 rent assistance, emergency shelters 3/17/2022 11:22 AM

99 Safe housing us the issue. Crime us ruining our neighborhoods. 3/17/2022 9:45 AM

100 Crear un fideicomiso de apoyo para el pago de alquileres 3/17/2022 9:31 AM

101 Fix all blighted properties in low income neighborhoods. They look so bad and contribute to
violence. Provide rental assistance more broadly instead of 1 house for Habitat and don't
concentrate your poor.

3/17/2022 9:19 AM

102 More shelters 3/16/2022 6:30 PM

103 More supply of townhouses, quads, and small apartments on bus routes made affordable by
reducing required parking.

3/16/2022 4:16 PM

104 put a percentage of properties into community land trusts 3/16/2022 3:04 PM

105 I really like the initiatives that are coming from your grants department. There isn't enough
housing for young/semi-retired professionals. Please encourage mid-salary range development.

3/16/2022 12:43 PM

106 Create housing next to job centers and ensure the roads and sidewalks are low stress for
walking and biking.

3/16/2022 12:26 PM

107 N/A 3/16/2022 10:47 AM
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108 more of the excellent use of infill opportunities like on Vine between Green and Elm 3/16/2022 8:23 AM

109 small one bedroom apartments needed close to a bus stop 3/16/2022 8:06 AM

110 Sidewalks 3/16/2022 6:21 AM

111 I don't know enough about what is currently available to have much comment here 3/15/2022 9:42 PM

112 Helping Welfare programs and shelters get updated for the homeless 3/15/2022 9:32 PM

113 Construct or purchase several appartments to be used for new immigrants and refugees for a
limited time to enable them to get on their feet and find other housing.

3/15/2022 6:10 PM

114 Create a 3 month, all utility and rent stipend for residents who are near the poverty line. 3/15/2022 6:05 PM

115 The housing in this area is run down and few residents appear to have the kind of income
needed to invest. There is a need to provide landlords/property owners with incentives to make
improvements to properties. Landlords are also some of the worst money grubbers I have ever
seen/exploit students so I'd monitor closely or provide incentives for recruiting new
landlords/investing in alternative structures - like coops. Madison completely upscaled their
crappy student housing and it looks amazing.

3/15/2022 11:58 AM

116 rent/mortgage/utility assistance 3/15/2022 11:20 AM

117 Ventilation, assistance for purifiers 3/15/2022 10:58 AM

118 Tax break? Housing for our homeless. 3/14/2022 9:51 PM

119 High quality, low income housing. Gun reduction programs 3/14/2022 8:58 PM

120 The city needs to eliminate the landlords who do not provide safe affordable housing. Either we
raise existing structures (yeah, we'd have to buy them first) or we provide incentives (not
punitive measures, they don't work) for landlords to invest in their properties and make them
livable.

3/14/2022 8:34 PM

121 Work toward OWNERSHIP, not just rental property. 3/14/2022 7:09 PM

122 More housing for young professionals - moderate income 3/14/2022 6:57 PM

123 Stop giving land for free to developers. They can purchase land from the city and build
housing, as it’s usually done.

3/14/2022 6:41 PM

124 Year round shelter, more money to Cunningham Township 3/14/2022 5:34 PM

125 Better housing median income based 3/14/2022 5:09 PM

126 Buy homes to rehab/revitalize and partner with social serviced agencies and Housing Authority 3/14/2022 4:58 PM

127 Drug Testing required 3/14/2022 4:46 PM

# ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT DATE

1 job training for youth 4/14/2022 10:03 PM

2 Small businesses need help getting started 4/14/2022 3:14 PM

3 We need especially job training for at risk youth, low income especially people of color 4/13/2022 4:50 PM

4 no 4/13/2022 12:07 PM

5 i am childless, but childcare is a huge equalizer, and when women are risen up, all boats, as it
were, rise. equality/equal rights (likely across the spectrum, persons with disabilities, lgbt+ etc)
is a huge predictor of societal success.

4/9/2022 6:48 PM

6 Support for childcare and employee retraining is really critical given past two years as school
closures working parents have limited options for child care

4/8/2022 5:00 PM

7 Grants for small business. Grants for workers affected 4/8/2022 4:51 PM

8 People who already have homes the elderly to have access to grants and not put a lean on
their home, but improve the house, like making the kitchen, bathroom suitable accomodations

4/8/2022 4:47 PM

9 Fix the streets 4/8/2022 4:31 PM
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10 Expand the local workforce equity initiative in Champaign County serving Urbana called the
Support for Workforce Training (SWFT) program in terms of enrollment and stipends for those
enrolled

4/8/2022 4:22 PM

11 SWFT 4/8/2022 4:16 PM

12 Ayudar a pequenas empresas 4/8/2022 12:19 PM

13 credit to small businesses 4/7/2022 1:00 PM

14 Fix streets 4/7/2022 12:56 PM

15 Bring in buffet restaurants 4/7/2022 12:53 PM

16 Help those businesses in danger! 4/7/2022 12:33 PM

17 Give some money to help the poor 4/7/2022 12:23 PM

18 Days available for emergency 4/7/2022 12:11 PM

19 Mejores salarios y motovar personal 4/7/2022 12:05 PM

20 Stimulus payment checks 4/7/2022 11:47 AM

21 Workforce shops 4/6/2022 4:44 PM

22 Help with getting homeless in the workforce 4/6/2022 4:41 PM

23 More opportunity for small business grants 4/6/2022 4:36 PM

24 training and development for entrepreneurs and technical skills 4/6/2022 3:56 PM

25 I support putting money toward the SWFT program to make it more attractive and sustainable
as other have suggested

4/5/2022 9:30 PM

26 Investments in downtown Urbana; 4/5/2022 6:08 PM

27 Job training & placement programs for at-risk young adults and formerly incarcerated
individuals

4/5/2022 6:06 PM

28 SWFT Program at Parkland College 4/5/2022 5:27 PM

29 install electricity in Boneyard Creek Crossing to improve safety (street lights) and expand
programming (arts & culture events; rental events like weddings)

4/5/2022 5:17 PM

30 Yes to childcare support. 4/5/2022 5:00 PM

31 Hiring a Director of Diversity for Economic Development and Contracting 4/5/2022 4:01 PM

32 We need more businesses in Urbana. How can we compete to attract more restaurants and
businesses beyond just the downtown area. Can we offer tax incentives to companies with
viable plans?

4/5/2022 3:26 PM

33 Match funds for the Support for Workforce Training program 4/5/2022 2:49 PM

34 The planned Health & Wellness Facility to be located on E. Washington St will help provide
jobs in the building and operations of the facility.

4/5/2022 12:33 PM

35 Help the businesses who lost income or their very business during the shut downs 4/5/2022 11:16 AM

36 Job training for residents for specific skilled or semi-skilled jobs that have a great need for
more workers.

4/4/2022 1:17 PM

37 Let private industry remain private 4/1/2022 4:30 PM

38 Local business grants 4/1/2022 4:27 PM

39 improve public transportation 4/1/2022 4:16 PM

40 Hardware store in SE Urbana!! Better Restaurants 4/1/2022 4:07 PM

41 child care subsidies, night time child care for parents working 3rd shift, application process for
business to showcase how they would use funds to build workforce development programs to
hire more people

4/1/2022 3:54 PM
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42 Work with City of Urbana for Job training to fill positions 4/1/2022 12:09 PM

43 Assist businesses with rent or property tax incentives 4/1/2022 11:05 AM

44 help families pay for child care (free summer camps), help families pay for transportation (free
bus passes, free Uber/Lyft)

4/1/2022 10:52 AM

45 small business grants/loans 4/1/2022 9:50 AM

46 Develop Lincoln Square and downtown, more businesses. 4/1/2022 9:01 AM

47 Monetary grants for new and existing businesses in Urbana (but the amount is higher than the
current available), especially to woman-owned, POC, and LGBTQ+ business owners

4/1/2022 8:58 AM

48 Create path ways for those who have been out of work a while to obtain a job. Create jobs that
impact the community and help the worker. Support working moms - day care is SO expensive

4/1/2022 7:57 AM

49 The City should work to address outdated codes to encourage sustainable development and
financial viability of success for business startups.

3/31/2022 6:10 PM

50 survey small locally owned businesses for their priority needs and give assistance , e,g.
upgrade equipment, IT training, improve store front, marketing

3/31/2022 5:43 PM

51 Jobs programs & training, esp for unemployed or underemployed; SWIFT program 3/31/2022 3:12 PM

52 TEAR DOWN THE OLD JUMERS HOTEL and LINCOLN SQUARE MALL. Build a new
hotel/conference center. That will bring back economy to downtown Urbana and fill a big NEED
in C/U at the same time

3/31/2022 7:30 AM

53 Spalding Skate park 3/30/2022 3:43 PM

54 Building a skate park to give at risk youth a creative outlet that will keep them out of trouble
and help build a stronger community.

3/30/2022 12:27 PM

55 Hazard pay for city staff, Replace revenue losses due to COVID, and grants for local
businesses.

3/30/2022 11:31 AM

56 n/a 3/30/2022 10:34 AM

57 A small scale sustainable/farming project that offers agricultural job training (small
farms/grapes/intro to large scale corn/bean/cattle), food banking, with a public store front.
Imagine a public non church program like “Sola Gratia Farm” with a interconnected store front
and even restaurant like “Salt and light.” The opportunities for sustainable projects and
connections to agriculture/ food industry education given the UIUC/parkland resources.

3/30/2022 9:42 AM

58 Health & Wellness Project, job training/financial health initiatives 3/30/2022 8:27 AM

59 Support local business and attract new businesses 3/29/2022 5:23 PM

60 Help connect people with jobs. Get people out of the system. Every employer is hiring. No one
should be unemployed.

3/28/2022 8:30 PM

61 Encourage the developer to finish the old Jumer's 3/28/2022 5:27 PM

62 Workforce programs (bring back CARE4U) Support for small business, incentives for minority
and women owned businesses,marketing/activation

3/28/2022 2:58 AM

63 Expand the SWFT program enrollment and stipends 3/25/2022 11:15 PM

64 UPD Health & Wellness Facility will create jobs for years to come 3/23/2022 10:11 AM

65 support small business 3/22/2022 6:10 PM

66 Make Urbana a destination for the arts, parks, music, small businesses and everything
sustainable.

3/22/2022 3:53 PM

67 Another opportunity to offer employment in our community 3/22/2022 3:18 PM

68 Find a niche. Attract more artists and makers. Mahomet’s old Sangamon school could be a
model for attracting more small businesses to sad, empty Lincoln Square.

3/22/2022 10:14 AM

69 Tax cut 3/22/2022 9:42 AM
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70 Unaffordable childcare and transportation access are barriers to marginalized community
members, including immigrants. Job training would be very helpful.

3/21/2022 9:33 PM

71 Helping household catch up so they have extra money to spend in the community 3/21/2022 6:28 PM

72 Grants to immigrant owned businesses, assistance with transportation and child care for low
income population,

3/21/2022 5:12 PM

73 job training 3/21/2022 4:29 PM

74 better support for businesses 3/21/2022 2:51 PM

75 Ofrecer apoyo economico a personas que desean iniciar un negocio. Ofrecer talleres para
futuros dueños de negocios.

3/21/2022 2:18 PM

76 More help for people to get back and forth to work ect 3/20/2022 9:21 PM

77 vision for a downtown Urbana alive like downtown Champaign 3/20/2022 4:40 PM

78 Easier business loan requirements 3/20/2022 12:25 AM

79 Urbana Park District's new Health and Wellness Facility 3/19/2022 11:55 AM

80 Transform LSQ Mall into a thriving commercial hub 3/18/2022 10:27 PM

81 Help to small businesses 3/18/2022 8:51 AM

82 University YMCA 3/18/2022 8:43 AM

83 give tax breaks and incentives to new businesses 3/18/2022 6:22 AM

84 Keep Rose Bowl tent and add back First Fridays 3/18/2022 4:32 AM

85 No 3/17/2022 9:35 PM

86 Setting up a program for micro businesses/pop ups 3/17/2022 9:11 PM

87 Not sure 3/17/2022 7:29 PM

88 Encourage businesses to increase their minimum wage to at least $20-25/hr 3/17/2022 4:38 PM

89 Work study, internships, trades training for UHS students. 3/17/2022 3:41 PM

90 Job training and encouragement. Work not welfare 3/17/2022 2:44 PM

91 License/Fee support for businesses. Air quality/Filtration (COVID prevention) 3/17/2022 1:59 PM

92 Install infrastructure to support a shopping area at the old water plant 3/17/2022 1:55 PM

93 Lower property taxes, reduce restrictions to start a new business 3/17/2022 1:50 PM

94 job training 3/17/2022 11:22 AM

95 Continue encouraging infill development in the downtown area vs. new development on the
edges of town.

3/17/2022 10:02 AM

96 We need our lively downtown again. 3/17/2022 9:45 AM

97 Crear un fideicomiso que permita financiar programas de capacitación y empleo 3/17/2022 9:31 AM

98 Stop gifting developers money (hello lincoln square hotel). Stop it with apartment building by
out of town developers.

3/17/2022 9:19 AM

99 Work programs need to be more accessible 3/16/2022 6:30 PM

100 More activities, less parking. 3/16/2022 4:16 PM

101 expand programs like YouthBuild 3/16/2022 3:04 PM

102 get more business like restaurants and bars. Make downtown a place to go 3/16/2022 3:01 PM

103 Please avoid the appearance of preferences when distributing funds to businesses. 3/16/2022 1:48 PM

104 A lot could be happening now if you could stop the log-jam at the City Council level. Please
convince the council to understand that the work at the boards and commissions level means

3/16/2022 12:43 PM
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they simply need to "approve" these initiatives. They are holding up progress because they are
so bent on controlling everything. They need to trust the board members and commissioners,
who are experts (usually) in the fields of the boards/commissions they represent. Simply doing
this would speed up economic recovery and development. Do they need some training on how
the process works?

105 Reduce the barriers to starting a new business, especially in neighborhoods. Stop excluding
people and protecting cars with city regulations.

3/16/2022 12:26 PM

106 N/A 3/16/2022 10:47 AM

107 Sidewalks 3/16/2022 6:21 AM

108 More grants for small businesses 3/15/2022 11:57 PM

109 Economic recovery development is very important. However I'm not in favor of just giving
money to businesses if it were to be spent in this way I would prefer to see it spent in a way
that provides and creates good jobs. And I don't mean like highway jobs where 90% of the
money goes to the people owning the construction company in 10% goes to the workers.

3/15/2022 9:42 PM

110 Help local businesses that are already here in our community, help them grow and expand for
more jobs

3/15/2022 9:32 PM

111 Fund a city wide, municipal childcare service to allow parents the flexibility to return to work. 3/15/2022 6:05 PM

112 The Lincoln Square Mall/hotel either needs to be gutted and rebuilt from the ground up or
improved. This could be the anchor of the community, but not as is. Lots of people use this
space but it is in need of repair. A lot of it is so ugly. The whole area needs a plan for viable
bringing businesses, like Trader Joes or Athlete to the community/upscale/healthy dining
options (there are so many fast food/cheap food places for students, few healthy options) and
sustaining them.

3/15/2022 11:58 AM

113 childcare assistance; reduced property tax so residents have more to spend 3/15/2022 11:20 AM

114 More tax breaks to attract businesses; more programs for youth to combat community
violence

3/15/2022 1:56 AM

115 Attract more business to urbana, fix up Lincoln square 3/14/2022 9:51 PM

116 Affordable childcare options and/or more scholarships so parents can work. 3/14/2022 8:58 PM

117 xxx 3/14/2022 8:34 PM

118 Incentives for brick and mortar businesses 3/14/2022 6:57 PM

119 Check who is getting funds, o my businesses who really struggle should receive funds. 3/14/2022 6:41 PM

120 Unrestricted Grants for Restaurants and Bars. The only businesses that were FORCED to
close, and severely limit business when they were allowed to be open.

3/14/2022 5:54 PM

121 Money straight to citizens 3/14/2022 5:34 PM

122 Grants to local businesses for job training 3/14/2022 4:58 PM

# HUMAN RIGHTS AND SOCIAL SERVICES DATE

1 mental health programs 4/14/2022 10:03 PM

2 Support trauma informed care, behavioral health and re-entry with groups such as First
Followers

4/13/2022 4:50 PM

3 no 4/13/2022 12:07 PM

4 Food, healthcare, childcare 4/10/2022 9:40 PM

5 persons with disabilities (PWDs) and those with mental health issues are largely forced into
(dangerous, unsafe -- especially during a pandemic) congregate care in illinois. PWDs are
entitled to live in the community with adequate supports. make urbana a haven for people who
look differently from you (we are all of us, after all, just a stroke or accident away from joining
this community), and the diversity will show what a strength it is. plus, it will create jobs for
health-related fields.

4/9/2022 6:48 PM
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6 Food banks, food banks, food banks! I lost employment waiting on disability, food banks
services keep me form hunger and medication adherence.

4/8/2022 5:00 PM

7 Funding for mental health and counseling series 4/8/2022 4:51 PM

8 Don't be partial to people who really need help - like people with mental problems and need
emotional support for comfort like an animal, don't make it impossible to afford one if you
found it so they won't be stressed

4/8/2022 4:47 PM

9 Mental health training, social workers on police force 4/8/2022 4:33 PM

10 Help all food pantries 4/8/2022 4:31 PM

11 Integrate SWFT into probationary programs to help struggling students with economic stability
for their families

4/8/2022 4:22 PM

12 They should help people that are homeless and that are in need 4/8/2022 12:22 PM

13 Help the low/middle class people struggling 4/7/2022 12:56 PM

14 Set up food bank "stores" where people can pick what they will use 4/7/2022 12:49 PM

15 Make programs available for every one - not just select few 4/7/2022 12:33 PM

16 More helpp that doesnt seem to fall on one race over another. Some people have issues after
working a job for years and can't get proper help.

4/7/2022 12:30 PM

17 Medicine, doctors, help 4/7/2022 12:11 PM

18 Ayudar a la comunidad inmigrante para poder trabajar como se debe 4/7/2022 12:05 PM

19 Food banks 4/6/2022 4:44 PM

20 Food banks and getting non violent offenders back into the world 4/6/2022 4:41 PM

21 More access to mental health services - job training, re-entry programs 4/6/2022 4:36 PM

22 community centers with both emergency services and training opportunities for individuals and
families

4/6/2022 3:56 PM

23 Single parents can not survive on a minimum wage 9-5 income anymore but make "too" much
for help

4/6/2022 1:36 PM

24 Support for a wraparound violence prevention center/program like First Followers has proposed 4/5/2022 9:30 PM

25 We have several food deserts in Urbana and are in need of permant food pantrys so people
dont have to take several busses to get food. In addition we need rescource centers with them
where people can come and get help with referals. Mini townships, an extention of Cunningham
and simpler but effective

4/5/2022 3:12 PM

26 The planned Health & Wellness Facility will provide programs that will address these various
issues.

4/5/2022 12:33 PM

27 Food banks like the Salt and Light model 4/5/2022 11:16 AM

28 Paid parental leave for City staff 4/4/2022 3:33 PM

29 Reentry programs for those impacted by the criminal justice system. 4/4/2022 1:17 PM

30 Senior services - resources 4/1/2022 4:58 PM

31 Do not prioritize any one group and do not exclude. Let the stay in the past. 4/1/2022 4:30 PM

32 Mental health service support 4/1/2022 4:27 PM

33 provide/improve mental health services 4/1/2022 4:16 PM

34 Stop spending money on talking about violence 4/1/2022 4:10 PM

35 Yes, daycare 4/1/2022 4:07 PM

36 Better opportunities for Food 4/1/2022 12:09 PM

37 Promote more of the affordable/free services that exist 4/1/2022 11:05 AM
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38 give $ directly to struggling families with no strings attached 4/1/2022 10:52 AM

39 more educational recreational services for youth of all ages to egage kids whose parents work
odd shifts or multiple jobs

4/1/2022 9:29 AM

40 Increase in mental health services that accept medicaid 4/1/2022 9:12 AM

41 Re-entry programs; prevention programs that occur in the schools 4/1/2022 8:58 AM

42 support for First Followers 4/1/2022 8:51 AM

43 Train police on empathy, switch up how emergency responders dispatch calls, add not only
police but social and well being workers. Can't they work together?

4/1/2022 7:57 AM

44 Develop or invest in programs that work to address all 11 resources needed to escape poverty.
Could be a combination of providing resources/education/support. Require any programs that
the City invests in to provide a definition of success and metrics they can track and provide to
demonstrate its success; we should continue to invest in successful programs and should quit
funding unsuccessful programs.

3/31/2022 6:10 PM

45 encourage quality, affordable grocery stores in food desert neighborhoods 3/31/2022 5:43 PM

46 Invest in programs that provide after school care for lower income students. 3/31/2022 3:32 PM

47 Free mental health help, more free education programs for those in high schools 3/31/2022 3:15 PM

48 ARPA funds should prioritize people already impacted with what they need to recover; help not
punishment should be the priority

3/31/2022 3:12 PM

49 Skatepark 3/31/2022 12:19 PM

50 Help fund additional support staff and programs in Urbana Schools 3/31/2022 8:50 AM

51 Skatepark 3/30/2022 3:36 PM

52 Skate park 3/30/2022 3:18 PM

53 Behavioral health programs 3/30/2022 11:31 AM

54 Skate Park 3/30/2022 11:30 AM

55 We need a skate park to keep the youth busy and safe 3/30/2022 11:28 AM

56 food banks and homeless shelters 3/30/2022 10:34 AM

57 Skate Park 3/30/2022 10:18 AM

58 An action skatepark 3/30/2022 10:07 AM

59 Behaviora health support services 3/30/2022 9:42 AM

60 Health & Wellness Project 3/30/2022 8:27 AM

61 Transferring funds from UPD to increase support of low income families 3/30/2022 8:10 AM

62 skate park in urbana 3/30/2022 7:48 AM

63 Training and employment opportunities in trade skills for youth 3/29/2022 4:39 PM

64 Help connect people with jobs. Get people out of the system. Every employer is hiring. No one
should be unemployed.

3/28/2022 8:30 PM

65 Work on reentry programs 3/28/2022 5:27 PM

66 Support for mutual aid projects like Bucket Brigade, Silver Hearts, and Tiger Market; immigrant
services, LGBTQAI support and improved service delivery, and funding for projects like
Solidarity Gardens

3/28/2022 2:58 AM

67 Behavioral health services- like McLean County's Triage Center: free confidential walk in
counseling from 7a-3a, 7 d per week. If they can do it, we can do it!

3/27/2022 9:00 PM

68 First Followers 3/27/2022 11:04 AM

69 UPD Wellness Center 3/26/2022 8:56 PM
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70 support for immigrants and refugees 3/25/2022 4:19 PM

71 Language access programs 3/25/2022 2:38 PM

72 Active measures to help youth re: gun violence 3/24/2022 10:37 AM

73 Urbana Park District Health and Wellness Facility 3/24/2022 7:16 AM

74 UPD Health & Wellness Facility in the Washington Road corridor 3/23/2022 10:11 AM

75 support for unhoused people, protect against police violence 3/22/2022 6:10 PM

76 UPD Health and Wellness Facility 3/22/2022 5:08 PM

77 Support public education through different programs. 3/22/2022 3:53 PM

78 All residents of Urbana should feel they have access to this proposed facility. 3/22/2022 3:18 PM

79 Services for domestic and international trafficking victims to get jobs, services, transportation,
and housing

3/22/2022 11:56 AM

80 Develop and lead a coalition of social services that provide youth services. Continuum of care
for homeless services is a great model. Encourage youth service providers to work together in
a similar manner to create an efficient system, eliminate duplication of services, and ensure no
one falls through the cracks.

3/22/2022 10:14 AM

81 Mental health services and equal treatment/ed of all people 3/21/2022 10:18 PM

82 Affordable, accessible mental health care for trauma victims, inlcuding bilingual care for
immigrants, would address a real need.

3/21/2022 9:33 PM

83 More services for affordable household utilities, a 24 hour safe place for homeless members of
community

3/21/2022 6:28 PM

84 More bilingual mental health care resources. 3/21/2022 5:12 PM

85 reentry programs 3/21/2022 4:29 PM

86 Help serve underserved areas and you would would benefit from the Health & Welness Facility
proposed by the UPD.

3/21/2022 1:58 PM

87 free bus rides for low income 3/20/2022 1:06 PM

88 Require some businesses, mainly factories to hire felons with less serious offenses 3/20/2022 12:25 AM

89 Ease of inflation 3/18/2022 8:02 PM

90 Major investment in breaking the retaliation and alienation cycle fueling gun violence. See
above re: mental health care. Virtually all homeless are mentally ill and/ or addicted and in our
current system they wind up in jail instead of getting the care they need. Involve police but
expand their role and integrate social services.

3/18/2022 8:51 AM

91 University YMCA 3/18/2022 8:43 AM

92 money can be better used in other areas 3/18/2022 6:22 AM

93 No 3/17/2022 9:35 PM

94 Not sure 3/17/2022 7:29 PM

95 More adult education and language classes at different times 3/17/2022 7:22 PM

96 Yes 3/17/2022 6:20 PM

97 Improve community for lgbtq+ people. More mental health providers and availability at low
cost.

3/17/2022 4:38 PM

98 Mental health program funding 3/17/2022 3:28 PM

99 More homeless assistance funding 3/17/2022 2:33 PM

100 Foodbanks 3/17/2022 1:59 PM

101 provide grants for continuing adult education, child dev or financial planning, at Salt & Light or 3/17/2022 1:55 PM
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similar

102 Local Businesses in downtown Urbana 3/17/2022 1:41 PM

103 Fund Rape Crisis Services 3/17/2022 1:17 PM

104 all of the ideas mentioned above are good 3/17/2022 11:22 AM

105 Focus dollars on the north side of town to improve safety and quality of life for Urbana
residents there

3/17/2022 10:02 AM

106 Stop gun violence. 3/17/2022 9:45 AM

107 Crear un fideicomiso que apoye actividades de inclusión 3/17/2022 9:31 AM

108 Homeless services need way more funding and staffing across the county. An actual year
round shelter.

3/17/2022 9:19 AM

109 More mental health facilities that accept Medicaid inpatient and outpatient 3/16/2022 6:30 PM

110 Fund mutual aid programs managed by local organizations with close connections to
historically undeserved communities

3/16/2022 6:09 PM

111 Regional job training and apprenticeship. 3/16/2022 4:16 PM

112 increase the number of small food pantries or places to get supplies for folks who don't have
transportation

3/16/2022 3:04 PM

113 I think the City does a very good job in this area. Simply keep moving forward in this area. 3/16/2022 12:43 PM

114 I hear "pick-up a basketball not a gun" a lot. I hope the Park District's community center can
be built. I think the lower-income residents that live away from downtown need to have a safer
and easier way to get to schools, businesses, and downtown.

3/16/2022 12:26 PM

115 a homeless shelter/drop in center that is open 24hrs a day and holidays. 3/16/2022 12:17 PM

116 N/A 3/16/2022 10:47 AM

117 extending and expanding the role of the police department into social services with additional
staff with appropriate qualifications

3/16/2022 8:23 AM

118 Sidewalks 3/16/2022 6:21 AM

119 We are sorely lacking in mental health and behavioral health services. Frances Nelson is not
adequate. Options for people that need assistance are not to be found regardless of the
support system and resources they might have available

3/15/2022 9:42 PM

120 Reboot our mental health services! We need places for healing not just places to shop 3/15/2022 9:32 PM

121 Offer zero percent loans to people looking to go back to school who live in an area of poverty. 3/15/2022 6:05 PM

122 I feel the area has quite a bit of services for the population, which are easy to access. This I
feel we do pretty well to be honest.

3/15/2022 11:58 AM

123 re-entry from criminal justice system 3/15/2022 11:20 AM

124 Work with the schools to combat community violence 3/15/2022 1:56 AM

125 Create or advertise a program where anyone can talk to a trained professional on a walk in
schedule without leaving their name or insurance

3/14/2022 10:36 PM

126 Promotion of programs to teach teens and high schoolers about the community at larger 3/14/2022 9:04 PM

127 Increase funding to public schools for permanent mental health inside elementary schools,
AND reduce class sizes to under 20 students K-12.

3/14/2022 8:58 PM

128 xxx 3/14/2022 8:34 PM

129 I think in some ways all of the categories (can) fall under Human Rights and Social services.
This category can be used a guide when thinking of projects and assigning monies.

3/14/2022 7:09 PM

130 Purchase the license plate readers to solve crimes 3/14/2022 6:57 PM

131 Police officers are usually the first offenders. Punish if they violate the law or any rule. 3/14/2022 6:41 PM
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132 Recreation (not just park district) 3/14/2022 5:34 PM

133 Additional funds for local nonprofit organizations to better serve clients 3/14/2022 5:09 PM

134 Behavioral health funding for youth, legal aid for homeless prevention 3/14/2022 4:58 PM

# PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY DATE

1 expsnsion of recreational opportunities 4/14/2022 10:03 PM

2 UPD Wellness Center 4/14/2022 8:52 PM

3 Urbana Park District Health & Wellness Facility 4/14/2022 8:14 PM

4 I listed this as #5 due to proposed Health and Wellness Center with UPD and proposal to use
part of the funds for city/upd proposal

4/13/2022 4:50 PM

5 no 4/13/2022 12:07 PM

6 Digital cameras to aid police 4/13/2022 12:17 AM

7 I am frustrated that the police, which I would rank last since we would not need them as much
if we addressed social and housing issues, are lumped in with pandemic response, which I
would rank very near the top. For example, improving air filtration and circulation in public
buildings.

4/9/2022 7:12 PM

8 all about the vaccine outreach. i guess this comes down to education? it should not be a
political issue, but it is. heck, i would be willing to just pay/reward people to be fully
vaccinated, and be one of the few towns that is actually safe to walk around maskless.

4/9/2022 6:48 PM

9 More youth activities (funded) will reduce crime and community engagement 4/8/2022 5:00 PM

10 Funds for testing and vaccinations 4/8/2022 4:51 PM

11 Provide the right kind of support for the neighborhood. Street clearance to come when it
snows, and don't block people's driveways when the snow is plowed out of the road

4/8/2022 4:47 PM

12 More vocational training made available to young people who are not college-bound 4/8/2022 4:33 PM

13 Free bus rides for anyone 55 or older 4/8/2022 4:31 PM

14 Use the city clerk's office to help the county clerk promote vote by mail. 4/8/2022 4:24 PM

15 Continue free testing and vaccination outreach. Especially focus on continuing funding for the
local eviction diversion program.

4/8/2022 4:22 PM

16 Counseling for mental health 4/7/2022 1:20 PM

17 free clinics 4/7/2022 1:00 PM

18 Provide more for teens with help 4/7/2022 12:56 PM

19 Hire more police 4/7/2022 12:53 PM

20 Put police back to work. Install license plate reader cameras! 4/7/2022 12:33 PM

21 Involvement between police force and community 4/7/2022 12:30 PM

22 Metal detector in schools 4/7/2022 12:27 PM

23 Better police training 4/7/2022 12:17 PM

24 Security is very important 4/7/2022 12:11 PM

25 la seguridad y salud son muy buenos es muy poco lo que hay que mejorar 4/7/2022 12:05 PM

26 NIH 4/7/2022 11:47 AM

27 More street lights. More police officers. Free activities for children. 4/7/2022 11:36 AM

28 Gun violence 4/6/2022 4:44 PM

29 Gun violence 4/6/2022 4:41 PM
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30 Programs to help look for jobs, basic skills 4/6/2022 4:36 PM

31 YMCA 4/6/2022 4:34 PM

32 Yes 4/6/2022 4:23 PM

33 Weekly trash pick up 4/5/2022 6:06 PM

34 Pocket parks in neighborhoods; sidewalks where there are none, so people can walk safely. 4/5/2022 5:00 PM

35 Work with the local school district to develop youth programming for students 4/5/2022 3:26 PM

36 Southeast Urbana offers very little for it's marginalized communities esp for bus riders. We are
in need of a recreation center that can serve the community. People can take classes,
exersize, we can have commuinity meetings. The possibilites are endless. The Wellness
center will be easily accessable for Lierman and Silverwood and many other areas. This needs
to be funded

4/5/2022 3:12 PM

37 The planned Health & Wellness Facility to be located on E. Washington St would help address
this priority area with respect to providing programs to address the growing problems of
obesity, diabetes, and providing positive programs to address the challenges faced by youth in
our community.

4/5/2022 12:33 PM

38 Firm up the police force. Address the crime and shootings. Access to Covid vaccines at this
point would be very low on the priority list. All one has to do is analyze the VAERS Report, the
FDA data dump they tried to keep secret for 75 years and the actual case studies done by the
Department of Defense.

4/5/2022 11:16 AM

39 I feel we desperately need public indoor space which promotes health and wellness. 4/4/2022 7:29 PM

40 Help in funding for the construction of a Health & Wellness facility by the Urbana Park District. 4/4/2022 4:00 PM

41 Vacant lot greening/enhanced public recreation spaces 4/4/2022 3:33 PM

42 Prosecution and prevention of gun violence. 4/4/2022 1:17 PM

43 More neighborhood watches 4/1/2022 4:55 PM

44 Allow individuals and businesses to handle risk as they see fit. 4/1/2022 4:30 PM

45 Additional police and public service training in de-escalation 4/1/2022 4:27 PM

46 So many walk trails. Cold would have one decent soccer park? 4/1/2022 4:10 PM

47 Fix the roads!! Horrible! 4/1/2022 4:07 PM

48 Urbana has a real need for more indoor public recreation space. Get youth off the streets and
away from guns.

4/1/2022 12:27 PM

49 Mentoring for youth 4/1/2022 12:09 PM

50 Reduce community violence, trim some trees and add more street lighting for safety 4/1/2022 11:05 AM

51 keep Urbana Indoor Aquatic Center open for the summer, so families can access it. Increase
its usage by PE classes during the school year. It is a gem that is rarely used by PE classes.

4/1/2022 10:52 AM

52 community safety features/lighting/speed bumps/fencing 4/1/2022 9:50 AM

53 Increased mental health service including first responders, long term outpatient services and
residential options.

4/1/2022 9:29 AM

54 More bike paths available, helmet/bike giveaway from the park district, expansion of parks to
include recreation buildings in more parts of Urbana. Focus on youth programs and expanding
opportunities for youth to play

4/1/2022 8:58 AM

55 Create a Department of Public Safety and have Police be a sub department. Have more social
workers and use them as first responders or they decide when to send the police.

4/1/2022 8:52 AM

56 Build medical facilities in low income communities so they can have better access 4/1/2022 7:57 AM

57 Meadowbrook Skate Park 4/1/2022 6:44 AM

58 Better roads, especially the neighborhood roads. Stop paving them with cheap material and do 3/31/2022 9:55 PM
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them right.

59 I believe the City should have supported the license-plate readers previously proposed. I would
also support installation of intersection cameras at high-use intersections that could
simultaneously be utilized as a crime solving tools and traffic data collection tools.

3/31/2022 6:10 PM

60 Fund Champaign County Health Care Consumers, C-U at Home group 3/31/2022 5:43 PM

61 Hire a Social Worker to work with the police. Give USD116 funds to hire an additional social
worker at UMS and UHS,

3/31/2022 3:32 PM

62 Skateboard park would be fantastic 3/31/2022 3:23 PM

63 A skatepark 3/31/2022 3:15 PM

64 Splash park in urbana 3/31/2022 3:14 PM

65 programs that reduce poverty reduce violence while increasing police and surveillance is much
less effective at reducing violence

3/31/2022 3:12 PM

66 Skatepark 3/31/2022 12:19 PM

67 Help Urbana Park District with the creation of the new recreation center 3/31/2022 8:50 AM

68 Skate park 3/30/2022 9:05 PM

69 Skatepark 3/30/2022 6:39 PM

70 Skatepark 3/30/2022 3:36 PM

71 Skate park 3/30/2022 3:18 PM

72 The planned Health and Wellness Center of the Urbana Park District would provide much-
needed recreation and education opportunities for all Urbana residents, particular those living
on the east side. The covid pandemic has been, first and foremost, a public health tragedy,
and it would be fitting for Urbana to spend its funds primarily on promoting public health--that
is, the health of hundreds and thousands of Urbana residents at once. I trust there's little
reason to inventory that many benefits of this facility, as a stand-alone place of recreation and,
even more, as a site for outdoor activities on playgrounds and in the natural areas of adjacent
Weaver Park. My wife and I contribute regularly to many local causes--very much including
United Way, as well as local land conservation efforts. As we have evaluated options for the
use of our own funds, we ended up giving the new UPD facility a top rating, for public health,
for community well-being generally, and for environmental conservation. It's a splendid, well-
conceived project that the City should be proud to support.

3/30/2022 2:54 PM

73 Action Sports Park / Skate Park / Plaza 3/30/2022 12:19 PM

74 Fix crumbling brick sidewalks, shelter @ bus stops without (Vine/Oregon) 3/30/2022 11:45 AM

75 Domestic abuse reponse programs and expansion of recreation spaces/opportunities 3/30/2022 11:31 AM

76 Skate Park 3/30/2022 11:30 AM

77 in home vaccinations for people that find it hard to travel 3/30/2022 11:17 AM

78 Municipal trask trucks as a one time purchase, municipal leaf trucks as a one time purchase 3/30/2022 10:48 AM

79 Health and Wellness Center 3/30/2022 10:35 AM

80 Urbana needs a skate park 3/30/2022 10:34 AM

81 Skate Park 3/30/2022 10:18 AM

82 Skate park 3/30/2022 10:12 AM

83 A community skatepark/action sports park in an underserved area would offer a long term (20-
30 years) investment in the community. Action sports connect young from diverse
backgrounds (widening each other’s experiences), provides physical fitness, promotes
personal development, resilience, individual/ team building, courage and maintains a low cost
point of entry. Skateparks offer a deep position for community outreach to occur. Structures
that are concrete and well built will serve the community for decades with very little
maintenance required.

3/30/2022 9:42 AM
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84 Urbana needs more outdoor public spaces that are accessible and physically engaging for
people of all ages. A skatepark would provide a safe space for people to physically and
mentally challenge themselves while being part of a diverse and supportive community. This is
an area that would be used daily by kids and adults , with minimal long term maintenance if
built properly.

3/30/2022 9:12 AM

85 Skatepark 3/30/2022 9:11 AM

86 Recreation park/skatepark 3/30/2022 8:59 AM

87 Skatepark in Urbana for the youth 3/30/2022 8:47 AM

88 Health & Wellness Project, youth outreach initiatives, family support programs 3/30/2022 8:27 AM

89 A skatepark 3/30/2022 8:10 AM

90 A skatepark so kids in Urbana have something to occupy their time with 3/30/2022 7:42 AM

91 Strenthen police department and social services 3/29/2022 5:24 PM

92 Park District Wellness Center and make it available for all. Free. 3/29/2022 5:23 PM

93 Funding the building of the wellness center to be built next to Brookens a would help with youth
activities

3/29/2022 4:39 PM

94 Health & Wellness Facility 3/29/2022 4:19 PM

95 Fix the potholes. Peoples cars are getting busted driving around. Increase bus routes and
other public transportation.

3/28/2022 8:30 PM

96 Continue to fund the police but do not tolerate their mistakes 3/28/2022 5:27 PM

97 Restorative justice programs and education, mental health crisis responders (additional unit
separate from police and fire), training in trauma for all service providers and responders, and
transformative justice vision for the city. Youth programs and economic help for families over
increased policing. Strict gun laws.

3/28/2022 2:58 AM

98 More cameras at intersections & points of potential conflicts 3/27/2022 9:00 PM

99 Divert funds to the new Health and Wellness Center 3/27/2022 7:11 PM

100 Add more police officers and law enforcement equipment/technology 3/27/2022 11:45 AM

101 Urbana Park District health and wellness center 3/27/2022 11:04 AM

102 Shade trees and cooling stations 3/26/2022 9:02 PM

103 License plate readers; yard lights; ring doorbells (similar to what is being done in Champaign's
Garden Hills neighborhood)

3/24/2022 10:18 PM

104 Support police investigating violent crime; partner with Park District to build Wellness Center
for programming and services for families, partner with District 116 on program for youth and
families.

3/24/2022 10:38 AM

105 UPD Wellness Center funding 3/24/2022 10:37 AM

106 Please partner with the school district and other community agencies to develop and
implement violence prevention programs for youth in our community. It’s terrible that we are
not dealing with this issue in the same way that Champaign is doing- with coordinated efforts
and money to support the initiative.

3/23/2022 10:37 AM

107 UPD Health & Wellness Facility providing a safe place for all ages to enagage in fun and safe
activities

3/23/2022 10:11 AM

108 UPD Health and Wellness Facility and Public Health agencies 3/22/2022 5:08 PM

109 Install ALPRs and adopt programs 3/22/2022 3:53 PM

110 Health and wellness in the goal of the project 3/22/2022 3:18 PM

111 Youth engagement and infrastructure in efforts to reduce gang and gun violence 3/22/2022 11:56 AM

112 License plate readers 3/22/2022 10:14 AM
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113 Upd health and wellness facility 3/22/2022 2:05 AM

114 Address gun violence, vaccine ed, general health educ 3/21/2022 10:18 PM

115 If we want young black men to value their own lives and the lives of their peers, we as a
society need to value rather than devalue young black men. The devaluing of young black men
is at the root of gun violence among young black men, I believe, locally and nationally. Check
out https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cy34rCCvf80 for successfull valuing of young black
men.

3/21/2022 9:33 PM

116 Street lights in areas that are lacking 3/21/2022 7:27 PM

117 Better/ more realistic education on sexual health 3/21/2022 6:28 PM

118 Increased number of social workers and mental health care workers working with police.
Increase in police cross cultural training training.

3/21/2022 5:12 PM

119 UPD Wellness Facility 3/21/2022 4:29 PM

120 crime prevention 3/21/2022 2:51 PM

121 UPDs Health and Wellness Facility 3/21/2022 2:21 PM

122 The new Health & Wellness facility by the UPD. The UPD and the City of Urbana would work
for the same goals.

3/21/2022 1:58 PM

123 Urbana Park District Health and Wellness Facility 3/21/2022 1:51 PM

124 SIDEWALKS! 3/21/2022 11:49 AM

125 More for Mental/Substance abuse 3/20/2022 9:21 PM

126 programs for youth 3/20/2022 4:40 PM

127 More funding to the police department (not mentioned above) 3/20/2022 8:28 AM

128 Fruit Tree comunity program for parks and youth engagement as well as provide fresh fruit for
people who cant afford to buy it.

3/20/2022 12:25 AM

129 More security 3/18/2022 11:30 PM

130 Improve the availability of mental health services and trauma-informed programs and outreach
for low-income households.

3/18/2022 3:00 PM

131 Traffic calming and infrastructure redesign as alternative to police enforcement of vehicles 3/18/2022 9:44 AM

132 Vax in routine settings, e.g. schools, community health clinics. Outreach targeting low vax
communities using trusted messengers: ministers, conservatives, people you don't know and
have to work really hard to find

3/18/2022 8:51 AM

133 University YMCA 3/18/2022 8:43 AM

134 increase funding and resources for the police 3/18/2022 6:22 AM

135 Separate parks and police funding and you’ll get different more effective feedback 3/18/2022 4:32 AM

136 Screenings 3/17/2022 9:35 PM

137 Safe public spaces for all ages 3/17/2022 9:11 PM

138 Safer areas 3/17/2022 7:29 PM

139 License plate scanners, more police funding , 3/17/2022 5:47 PM

140 More grants for centers/programs supporting teens, more police positively present in
community, encourage youth to see them as people too

3/17/2022 4:45 PM

141 Effectively deal w gun violence without just giving more money to police. Create programs for
people and encourage businesses to pay more in salary/wages

3/17/2022 4:38 PM

142 Add social workers/counselors as first responders in appropriate situations. 3/17/2022 3:41 PM

143 Fund our Police. Back the 3/17/2022 3:04 PM
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144 Urbana Park District's Health and Wellness Facility 3/17/2022 2:59 PM

145 More funding to help domestic violence victims 3/17/2022 2:33 PM

146 Filtration, grants for businesses to upgrade air quality/filtration 3/17/2022 1:59 PM

147 Provide recreation opportunities for teens in east Urbana 3/17/2022 1:55 PM

148 Physical Recreation and Parks 3/17/2022 1:41 PM

149 MORE POLICE! SHOOTINGS ARE OUT OF CONTROL! 3/17/2022 1:33 PM

150 Fund Rape Crisis Services 3/17/2022 1:17 PM

151 this pandemic is not over, so vaccine outreach, covid therapeutics, and covid PrEP continue
to be important

3/17/2022 11:22 AM

152 Stop gun violence. 3/17/2022 9:45 AM

153 Crear un fideicomiso que apoye a los gastos en salud e invierta en construcción de seguridad
pública

3/17/2022 9:31 AM

154 Revisit the use of funds for cameras to get license plates for gun violence. Nimbyism by
council members doesn't help those of us in neighborhoods where we worry for our children of
stray bullets.

3/17/2022 9:19 AM

155 Bike to work and bike to school programs centering areas outside of the University, subsidize
or create programs to dollar incentives for biking or walking to work

3/16/2022 6:09 PM

156 Violence prevention. 3/16/2022 4:16 PM

157 Support police, fire, and public works so they have the best tools available to do their jobs. 3/16/2022 12:43 PM

158 I hear "pick-up a basketball not a gun" a lot. I hope the Park District's community center can
be built.

3/16/2022 12:26 PM

159 The police and fire departments, they have worked throughout the pandemic and do not
receive funding or support from the City of Urbana. They work long hours and have been
exposed to COVID 19 all while having to put thier heads down and do work without any kind of
appreciation from the City Council (specifically) and some of the city administrators.

3/16/2022 12:17 PM

160 N/A 3/16/2022 10:47 AM

161 Sidewalks 3/16/2022 6:21 AM

162 Address gun violence - early intervention with youth 3/15/2022 10:38 PM

163 It's important to have outdoor spaces and safety. If our community isn't safe to live in then
what do we have.

3/15/2022 9:42 PM

164 Helping the health and dental clinics to provide more services and better quality care to our
communities

3/15/2022 9:32 PM

165 Retrofit all existing Urbana and Park District buildings with air filtration, purification and exhaust
that conform to best practices for eliminating viral contageon through aerosol transmission to
prepare for the next pandemic as well as to minimize the transmission of endemic infections
such as Colds, Flus, and now Covid-19.

3/15/2022 6:10 PM

166 Fund a program to remove toxic materials from homes, apartments, mobile homes located in
areas with median income at/below the poverty line. Fund projects like the champaign
community coalition to continue to improve race relations. Fund projects like Midnight
Basketball to give at risk children something to do late at night.

3/15/2022 6:05 PM

167 More police services, better training, more counseling for people arrested/distressed 3/15/2022 6:03 PM

168 youth engagement & domestic abuse response programs should be a priority 3/15/2022 5:46 PM

169 Urbana Park District Health & Wellness Facility 3/15/2022 12:57 PM

170 The sidewalks, lighting, and green spaces could all use investments. It's hard to walk on most
of the sidewalks. The lighting is charming but too dark at night to walk safely. Landlords don't
enforce shoveling/taking in of trash containers. The green spaces, like Meadowbrook, could be

3/15/2022 11:58 AM
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expanded with more paths for biking, walking, outdoor, health activity, etc. This area needs
more outdoor/natural spaces that bring a transient community together. The tree situation is
out of control - no one wants to pay to trim, too many rodents from fields, etc. - everything is
overgrown and unkempt except the university. The differences are stark.

171 Recreation opportunities! Rail trail expansion; public parks 3/15/2022 11:20 AM

172 More police. Too scared to even grocery shop in town. 3/15/2022 6:50 AM

173 Hire behavioral health specialists to provide counseling for youth 3/15/2022 1:56 AM

174 Hire more officers 3/14/2022 10:36 PM

175 Shared programming with UIUC Medical School and other organizations trusted in Urbana
community (UNCC, Garden Groups, Jetties Rhodes Neighborhood Group), etc.

3/14/2022 9:04 PM

176 DO NOT GIVE FUNDS TO THE PARK DISTRICT 3/14/2022 8:34 PM

177 Gun violence very important! Also, domestic violence/sexual assault. Please help supply the
appropriate agencies with the investigative tools needed to solve these crimes.

3/14/2022 7:09 PM

178 The license plate readers purchased 3/14/2022 6:57 PM

179 Bike lanes, gun violence, no more money to police, mental health response team and no jail
expansion

3/14/2022 5:34 PM

180 More community partner relationships to help minimize gun violence 3/14/2022 5:09 PM

181 Improve/expand recreation activities 3/14/2022 4:58 PM

182 License Plate Readers 3/14/2022 4:46 PM

# SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE DATE

1 sewer system upgades and broadband expansion 4/14/2022 10:03 PM

2 updated sewer systems; electric vehicle charging stations only benefit the rich (for now) 4/14/2022 3:21 PM

3 Try to have same windows in different new buildings 4/14/2022 3:14 PM

4 Support municipal solar installation, explore geothermal options, electric vehicle charging
stations, public transportation with electric powered fleets

4/13/2022 4:50 PM

5 no 4/13/2022 12:07 PM

6 Listed #1 because one-off $ should be invested, not spent. e.g. purchase easements along
Boneyard

4/11/2022 10:50 AM

7 Internet, walkable, shared spaces 4/10/2022 9:40 PM

8 creation, upgrade, and hardening of infrastructure, particularly broadband. but power from wind
and sun is huge, too. as is safe, clean water.

4/9/2022 6:48 PM

9 More services for low-income individuals to retain internet for job searches "at home" + solar!
Reduce dependence on Ameren

4/8/2022 5:00 PM

10 Bills are going up everyday - people have problems they try to keep up and need more
assistance for the elderly

4/8/2022 4:47 PM

11 Address infrastructural inequity such as the sewer issue in the Dr. Ellis subdivision, so
residents can sustain dignity unchallenged in our community.

4/8/2022 4:22 PM

12 Pot holes, highways in town, roads and schools 4/7/2022 12:53 PM

13 Fix the roads we pay taxes to fix 4/7/2022 12:33 PM

14 Encourage more ways to utilities 4/7/2022 12:11 PM

15 Clean water 4/6/2022 4:44 PM

16 Get all the bleach out of our water 4/6/2022 4:41 PM

17 Finally fixing the Ellis neighborhood sewer issueS! 4/5/2022 9:30 PM
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18 Regular leaf pick up with vacuum trucks 4/5/2022 6:06 PM

19 buy leaf vacuum trucks, and contract the surplus time to other jurisdictions to recoup
investment.

4/5/2022 5:17 PM

20 Maintenance-first/No-expansion policy. We need to maintain what we have before building or
allowing developers to build new infrastructure that we'll eventually have to maintain.

4/5/2022 5:00 PM

21 road replacement and repair 4/5/2022 2:38 PM

22 Allot sum for expediting some of the much needed and past due road projects 4/5/2022 2:28 PM

23 The planned Health & Wellness Facility to be located on E. Washington St will incorporate
various sustainable features to keep future operational costs lower than a non-sustainable
building.

4/5/2022 12:33 PM

24 Sewer system upgrade is great. 4/5/2022 11:16 AM

25 solar panels on City owned buildings, particularly schools. In addition to generating electricity
to offset needs at those locations, there are numerous STEM related topics that could be
covered in all grades, K-12.

4/5/2022 10:38 AM

26 Development of an Asset Management Plan for Stormwater Infrastructure; Publication of a
Manual of Practice to supplement the City codes and & clarify ambiguities; Updates to City
codes to align with current City vision & other policies/practices; New equipment for Public
Works Operations: Asphalt paver; New equipment for City staff: laptop computers

4/4/2022 3:33 PM

27 Funding dedicated to pavement preservation projects. Maintenance performed at the right time
maintains or even extends the service life of pavement assets, which is much more
sustainable than the alternative - deferred maintenance that shortens the service life and leads
to wasted investment and materials.

4/4/2022 1:17 PM

28 Affordable utilities 4/1/2022 4:58 PM

29 Focus on "practical" not "sustainable" 4/1/2022 4:30 PM

30 Roads, sidewalks, electrical/sewer repair 4/1/2022 4:27 PM

31 bury electrical lines, upgrade sewer systems/grids/broadband 4/1/2022 4:16 PM

32 Recreation - Dedicated soccer facilities (like Champaign, or Bolingbrook, IL) 4/1/2022 4:07 PM

33 Including solar and high efficiency in our public infrastructure 4/1/2022 12:27 PM

34 More solar power 4/1/2022 12:09 PM

35 Enable community-wide broadband access that is AFFORDABLE 4/1/2022 11:05 AM

36 Plant more healthy mature street trees to recoup the tree canopy faster, and ensure they are
watered properly. Add solar installations to public buildings and schools to lower electric costs
long term.

4/1/2022 10:52 AM

37 city sewer/drainage improvements; support for fiber network in all areas of the city;support for
solar for businesses and residences

4/1/2022 9:50 AM

38 Fix roads and sidewalks. 4/1/2022 9:01 AM

39 Urbana can be a city where internet is subsidized or free; programs/grants for homeowners to
add solar

4/1/2022 8:58 AM

40 Not just painted bike paths. Have rubberized curbs to demarcate them and for bike riders to
feel safe. The snowplows and buses can still go over them or where buses stop do not put
them. Increase bike lanes so all feel safe and more will ride.

4/1/2022 8:52 AM

41 Renewable energy! Let's explore it and teach the community about it so they can decide how
best to update their neighborhoods

4/1/2022 7:57 AM

42 The overall condition of all of the City's public infrastructure is declining because it is not being
properly funded. The City needs to review all of the funds that support the infrastructure and
pursue adjustments to

3/31/2022 6:10 PM

43 Appeal to Comcast and other Tech companiesn in the area to help expand internet accesss in 3/31/2022 5:43 PM
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underserved neighborhoodsaccess to d

44 Spend money to repair some of the major roads that are in abysmal condition, like Race from
Florida to Windsor (just one example.)Expand broadband to poorer areas of our city.

3/31/2022 3:32 PM

45 inequity in infrastructure such as Dr Ellis subdivision, esp where effects health and
susceptibility to disease & life-shortening environments

3/31/2022 3:12 PM

46 Skatepark 3/30/2022 6:39 PM

47 Skatepark 3/30/2022 3:36 PM

48 Skate park 3/30/2022 3:18 PM

49 City Equipment needs as well as Supplemental staff (contractors) for City projects such as
sewer data collection, updating the city website, and updating the City's Ordinaces &
Resolutions.

3/30/2022 11:31 AM

50 Skate Park 3/30/2022 11:30 AM

51 n/a 3/30/2022 10:34 AM

52 Skatepark 3/30/2022 10:33 AM

53 Skate Park 3/30/2022 10:18 AM

54 High speed Public wifi in underserved areas. 3/30/2022 9:42 AM

55 Health & Wellness Project, broadband expansion, EV charging, solar/geothermal installations 3/30/2022 8:27 AM

56 More bike lanes and parking 3/30/2022 8:10 AM

57 Repair roads 3/29/2022 5:24 PM

58 Road improvements- Urbana streets are a disaster 3/29/2022 5:23 PM

59 More solar farms like the one that was put in by the landscape recycling area 3/29/2022 4:39 PM

60 Fix the potholes. Peoples cars are getting busted driving around. Increase bus routes and
other public transportation.

3/28/2022 8:30 PM

61 Do not try to fix roads in cold weather. It does not work so well. 3/28/2022 5:27 PM

62 Improve roads and street lights and sidewalks 3/28/2022 2:58 AM

63 Solar! 3/27/2022 9:00 PM

64 Offering affordable access to internet and technological resources are extremely important. 3/27/2022 8:41 PM

65 Fix roads, better preparation for cyber attacks, increase in use of renewable energy using a
common sense approach

3/27/2022 11:45 AM

66 solar power and geothermal energy for all city buildings 3/27/2022 11:04 AM

67 Charging stations, solar and other renewable energy. 3/26/2022 9:02 PM

68 Flood Control, street maintenance 3/24/2022 10:37 AM

69 Urbana Park District Health and Wellness Facility 3/24/2022 7:16 AM

70 UPD Health & Wellness Facility being built with sustainable infrastructure 3/23/2022 10:11 AM

71 wider broadband extension to low income areas of Urbana 3/22/2022 5:08 PM

72 Fix the roads, and add bike lanes 3/22/2022 3:53 PM

73 The park district has a long history of sustainability of facilities 3/22/2022 3:18 PM

74 Focus funding on street repair throughout the city. Street conditions are atrocious. It’s the first
thing visitors and potential new homeowners see before they decide to buy in Champaign.

3/22/2022 10:14 AM

75 Solar farm 3/22/2022 9:42 AM

76 safe water, roads, protect against environmental poisons to land and water 3/21/2022 10:18 PM
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77 EQUITABLE access to infrastructure improvements. 3/21/2022 9:33 PM

78 Sidewalks in areas without 3/21/2022 7:27 PM

79 Computer training for low income individuals. 3/21/2022 5:12 PM

80 solar installation, broadband, bike and ped paths 3/21/2022 4:29 PM

81 fix the streets, better lighting, 3/21/2022 2:51 PM

82 Road maintenance and upgrades 3/21/2022 2:21 PM

83 SIDEWALKS! 3/21/2022 11:49 AM

84 good water everywhere; street repair; 3/20/2022 1:06 PM

85 More funding should go here than any other category, by far 3/20/2022 8:28 AM

86 Repair and rebuild and revitalize downtown 3/20/2022 12:25 AM

87 Better streets (pavement condition) & better sidewalks (eliminate brick sidewalks) 3/18/2022 10:27 PM

88 A Native Plant Parkway program, similar to ones implemented in other cities, that subsidizes
cost of replanting parkway with native plants. High visibility program that raises awareness and
broadcasts the city's committment to ecological concerns

3/18/2022 9:44 AM

89 Not sure this is the funding source for this purpose 3/18/2022 8:51 AM

90 University YMCA 3/18/2022 8:43 AM

91 fix the roads 3/18/2022 6:22 AM

92 Transportation 3/17/2022 9:35 PM

93 More focus and building for bicyclists, pedestrians, and mass transit users 3/17/2022 9:11 PM

94 Fixing roads 3/17/2022 7:29 PM

95 Sewers so steeets don’t flood; sidewalks 3/17/2022 7:22 PM

96 Roads, sidewalks, traffic lights, water lines 3/17/2022 5:47 PM

97 Collaborate with County to get a side walk for low income neighborhoods off Washington to
Walmart, needs safe route to store

3/17/2022 4:45 PM

98 Invest in solar and high speed internet 3/17/2022 4:38 PM

99 Better roads for cars and safer streets for pedestrians & bicycles. Solar car ports and EV
chargers on city owned lots, ADA-compliant sidewalk improvements.

3/17/2022 4:00 PM

100 Electric charging stations/solar programs subsidies. 3/17/2022 1:59 PM

101 create training center for green jobs (home insulation, HVAC, solar installation, etc) 3/17/2022 1:55 PM

102 Roads, Bridges, Sewers, Accessible Internet 3/17/2022 1:41 PM

103 electrification, solar development, and making surfaces permeable for climate change
mitigation

3/17/2022 11:22 AM

104 Work towards Vision Zero goals, including lowering speed limit on Vine to better protect
pedestrians and disabled people. Improve sidewalks on Cunningham. Invest in making it safer
to walk and bike in the city

3/17/2022 10:02 AM

105 Will help locals & have a positive global impact. 3/17/2022 9:45 AM

106 Crear un fideicomiso que construya obras sostenibles y que impulsen a las comunidades 3/17/2022 9:31 AM

107 Bike lane and road improvements, more broadband in low income neighborhoods, improved
park access for low income areas

3/17/2022 9:19 AM

108 Increase new construction standards, build roads to protect bicyclists and pedestrians. 3/16/2022 4:16 PM

109 Make north Cunningham more bike friendly. More bus routes as well so more people will take
public transport.

3/16/2022 3:06 PM
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110 work with landlords of multi-family units to provide affordable broadband 3/16/2022 3:04 PM

111 fix the roads 3/16/2022 3:01 PM

112 Urbana is a good example of this and would like to see more news about the solar farm and
geothermal and how it's helping with greenhouse gases.

3/16/2022 12:43 PM

113 Anyone from 8 to 80 should feel comfortable walking, biking, or finding the bus. Can we
connect the infrastructure we have with each other and then create comfortable regional
connections? Like, KRT or Savoy to Rantoul?

3/16/2022 12:26 PM

114 N/A 3/16/2022 10:47 AM

115 tree planting 3/16/2022 9:41 AM

116 fix potholes in streets 3/16/2022 8:06 AM

117 Sidewalks 3/16/2022 6:21 AM

118 Repair what's broken - roads are a mess. 3/15/2022 10:38 PM

119 I like to think Champaign Urbana community is Forward thinking. We should stay ahead of the
curve, but not with crazy one-off ideas. Invest in research with the university and find the best
ways to enhance the area

3/15/2022 9:42 PM

120 Commit to a cleaner community, from air to water to trash pickup. 3/15/2022 9:32 PM

121 Retrofit all existing Urbana and Park District buildings with air filtration, purification and exhaust
that conform to best practices for eliminating viral contageon through aerosol transmission to
prepare for the next pandemic as well as to minimize the transmission of endemic infections
such as Colds, Flus, and now Covid-19.

3/15/2022 6:10 PM

122 Create a proper bike lane along major roads that has a full curb and boulevard of separation. 3/15/2022 6:05 PM

123 Structures for Urbana Parks 3/15/2022 2:14 PM

124 Use funds to decarbonize energy-- saves people money and creates better health outcomes 3/15/2022 12:57 PM

125 Yes to all - the roads are in need of improvement, crosswalks/signage, bike lanes and sewer
system all could use investment. I have always said if the AMTRACK was expended to ST.
LOUIS and even Indiana this area would grow, but the train is hard to rely on.

3/15/2022 11:58 AM

126 sewer upgrades 3/15/2022 11:20 AM

127 Fix and replace water mains. 3/14/2022 10:36 PM

128 Develop Philo Rd. From Florida to silver 3/14/2022 9:51 PM

129 Partner with residents that want to create and build in their community 3/14/2022 9:04 PM

130 Broadband is imperative, especially in our low income areas 3/14/2022 8:34 PM

131 Repair of roads and alleys. Specifically in the Savannah Green neighborhood. Completion
Florida Ave through to High Cross Road.

3/14/2022 7:21 PM

132 There needs to be some correction in infrastructure that has been basically ignored or
overlooked due to racial and income bias.

3/14/2022 7:09 PM

133 Keep doing what is being done 3/14/2022 6:57 PM

134 Fix the pot holes (not only in South urbana) Roads have declined so much this past year. 3/14/2022 5:34 PM

135 Solar installation 3/14/2022 4:58 PM
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Q4 Do you have specific ideas for funding projects and programs that don't
fit within the priority areas listed above? If so, please describe them below.

Answered: 124 Skipped: 422

# RESPONSES DATE

1 See also TransitionNetwork.org about reimagining our city to movement away from fossil fuel
dependency and healthy community lifestyles. For ongoing support of ARPA programs also
see City of Evanston tax on cannabis sales.

4/13/2022 4:50 PM

2 no 4/13/2022 12:07 PM

3 Lower residential speed limits, address problem intersections that make connectivity difficult,
and develop a system of active transportation friendly routes (eg. bike boulevards, traffic
calming, and similar) that connect green spaces (U Park District/CCRPC route) (this spans
Sustainable Infrastructure and Public Health and Safety)

4/11/2022 8:27 AM

4 City owned solar array and public utility. Energy costs are rising, and this hits people living
paycheck to paycheck the hardest. Choosing between rent, food and electricity is a difficult
decision. Switching to renewables only exacerbates this issue. A public utility would cut out
the profit motive, allowing costs to stay low. Income generated could be used to expand the
project.

4/9/2022 7:52 PM

5 our society is heading toward robotic and AI takeover of a lot of jobs, from truck-drivers to
manufacturing to basic customer service. it is headed towards shorter workweeks, working
from home, and shared jobs. it is headed toward healthcare as a right. it is headed toward
universal basic income, or a progressive tax system that includes a lowest-tier that provides
EVERYONE ALIKE the amount required to at least survive ($12K? $18K? per year). I would
like to see us look ahead more than 1/5/10 years, to what we would like urbana to look like in
50 or 100 years. BE VISIONARY.

4/9/2022 6:48 PM

6 FUND the POLICE 4/8/2022 4:48 PM

7 Make sure when you give money to a specific agency that it's doing a good job, not pretending
to clean the streets and pot holes - they get worse everyday in the spring after it snowed.

4/8/2022 4:47 PM

8 Help nonprofits apply for the grants they are eligible for as feasible, it may be cost-effective to
hire a dedicated grantwriter to assist them in getting funds.

4/8/2022 4:22 PM

9 More housing for homeless 4/8/2022 12:24 PM

10 I WANT THE INDOOR PARK DISTRICT POOL OPEN 24/7 WITH FULL TIME STAFF, AND
AN PERCENTAGE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN HIRES TO MATCH THE COMMUNNITY. THIS
SUMMER! PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH AT RISK AND ELDERS.

4/7/2022 2:48 PM

11 Schools 4/7/2022 12:53 PM

12 Hold landlords (slumlords) accountable for their tenants 4/7/2022 12:33 PM

13 Reduce property taxes 4/7/2022 12:27 PM

14 Help people too poor to pay their medical costs 4/7/2022 12:23 PM

15 More food banks 4/7/2022 11:57 AM

16 Assist paying for court cases / insurance loss for small business owners who lost livelihood
due to shut downs and protests

4/7/2022 11:49 AM

17 We have been looking at opportunities to build a community center and foodbank to relocate
our current Hope Center and add additional resources and capability for the community. We
have land available at our current location already that could house such a project.

4/6/2022 3:56 PM

18 No pork belly spending 4/6/2022 1:41 PM
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19 Work with our schools to coordinate youth programs to get young people involved in
constructive after school programs instead of inappropriate after hours activities in the
community.

4/5/2022 3:26 PM

20 Find it odd that public education isn't listed anywhere. How about the teachers and schools and
children that have suffered from the pandemic?

4/5/2022 2:38 PM

21 There is a need to fill all of the vacant positions at the city. 4/5/2022 2:28 PM

22 Just make the city safer. We are all very tired of the crime and shootings. 4/5/2022 11:16 AM

23 City trash pick-up program; Increased frequency of City leaf pick-ups + switch to leaf vacuum
trucks

4/4/2022 3:33 PM

24 Grants should be available for a community center for youth/teens! 4/1/2022 4:36 PM

25 We out to just lower taxes instead of using taxes for "relief" 4/1/2022 4:30 PM

26 Focus on helping youth 4/1/2022 4:24 PM

27 Provide funding for no-kill animal shelters and increase available funds for TNR and providing
care for sick animals.

4/1/2022 4:16 PM

28 Skate Parks 4/1/2022 11:23 AM

29 Not sure what category it is but some money going to the Urbana Park district New building
would be great. Also money going to the public schools would be great

4/1/2022 9:12 AM

30 Rehab the Urbana Civic Center. Then charge fair market value for its use. To rent the space in
the past was way below market. Put solar panels on rooftops of all public building. Solar
panels over the Lincoln Square parking lot to shelter cars and provide electricity for Lincoln
Square. I have seen this in other countries. It serves a dual purpose.

4/1/2022 8:52 AM

31 We need a skate park! Let's invest in something a little scandalous but an activity that is
known to build community and friendships. Skateboarders need a safe place to go and safe
spaces to be active. PLUS it's good exercise and a great after school activity. There's a
community (locally and globally) that come together to teach, learn and enjoy life.

4/1/2022 7:57 AM

32 Better paved side roads. Not the cheap black rock material that doesn’t last more than a
season and has to be redone. Invest in proper road maintenance and do it right.

3/31/2022 9:55 PM

33 I would love to see a more holistic look at the downtown area to create a more effective use of
dead space (i.e. parking and undeveloped locations) to activate the downtown; this is probably
lower than all my other items listed above.

3/31/2022 6:10 PM

34 Skate park in Urbana 3/31/2022 5:35 PM

35 I do NOT want money to go to the UPD's health and wellness center. They were to raise
money for that privately. Hire more code inspectors

3/31/2022 3:32 PM

36 Covid problems encouraged neighbors to help each other when things closed down. Existing
networks that developed to address most urgent needs should be supported, for they already
determined what is most urgent. Lots of interviewing in poorest areas for what they want help
with, local input, because each neighborhood will be different. Listen, don't tell.

3/31/2022 3:12 PM

37 Would hopefully like to get a skatepark 3/31/2022 11:13 AM

38 You got a grant. Use that money. You will see a 100% return on your investment 3/31/2022 7:30 AM

39 Skatepark! 3/31/2022 5:23 AM

40 I feel like a skatepark is well needed because there isn’t one close enough for most to get to
and there’s not many place for the ever growing skate culture to go. I feel like it would be a
very good investment and a good chance to bring in some new faces a good people.

3/31/2022 3:25 AM

41 Skatepark 3/30/2022 6:39 PM

42 Skatepark for Urbana 3/30/2022 5:40 PM

43 Urbana skateboard park 3/30/2022 4:32 PM

44 Urbana needs a skatepark for the youth. A safe place for younger kids to learn something fun 3/30/2022 1:02 PM
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without being in harms way.

45 The Vineyard Church (located on the corner of Lincoln Ave. and Bradley Ave) has interest in
building a community center next to our church. This could provide many services to the
community including our Food Pantry weekly distribution, youth space for a safe environment
for kids, career training, automotive repair services, etc. We are looking for added financial
support to make this a reality to service the Urbana community.

3/30/2022 12:16 PM

46 Would like more sheltered bus stops. 3/30/2022 11:45 AM

47 A Well-designed and modern skatepark in Urbana. Hopefully in a park that incorporates many
other sports for all enthusiasts

3/30/2022 11:35 AM

48 A skatepark built with input from the skateboarding community in Urbana 3/30/2022 11:30 AM

49 Yes, we need a skate park to allow the youth and college students a safe place to congregate
And exercise while skate boarding

3/30/2022 11:28 AM

50 The sidewalks on Lincoln Avenue are very dangerous. The streetscape needs to be altered to
provide safe walking areas for pedestrians away from the road.

3/30/2022 10:48 AM

51 New recreational facilities 3/30/2022 10:35 AM

52 I'm a local skateboarder in Urbana. Urbana has a lot of=things to do but it doesn't have one 
outdoor/indoor park for people to ride their bikes, scooters,=or skateboards. I think this is 
absurd considering how many people I see riding around town on=skateboard scooters bikes. 
They have nowhere safe to go to perform their visual arts.=Because of that I see them in the 
streets. At least three times a month I'm almost hitting=someone with my car cause they're in 
the road riding there bike scooters and skateboards. I=think it would be a great investment for 
the people of Urbana to make a outdoor or indoor park=for them to ride their skateboards bikes 
and scooters in a safe environment.

3/30/2022 10:17 AM

53 Skate park 3/30/2022 10:12 AM

54 Skatepark in Urbana please! 3/30/2022 10:00 AM

55 As a co-owner of a skateboard shop in Urbana, I see the number of young kids in Urbana that
need a place to skate. The closest park is Spaulding in Champaign. The trek to get there alone
is not safe for Urbanites. And the park is in a notoriously dangerous part of town where there
have been active shootings with kids present. A dedicated park also helps prevent skaters
from trespassing in areas where skating isn’t allowed. They skate in those unwanted places
currently, primarily because there is no other outlet for them so they risk police getting called
just to do the thing they love. Urbana has the real estate and resources to provide the growing
skate community a safe place to go. And there is a growing community of skate advocates in
town that the city could lean of for support and guidance in the planning of a park.

3/30/2022 8:47 AM

56 Urbana Skatepark 3/30/2022 8:15 AM

57 Urbana needs a skatepark 3/30/2022 8:02 AM

58 Skatepark 3/30/2022 7:45 AM

59 A skatepark would be great for attracting those who aren’t into regular sports but will have the
same benefits of expression and self-discipline.

3/30/2022 7:42 AM

60 skatepark 3/30/2022 7:21 AM

61 Skate park 3/30/2022 7:16 AM

62 Improving school buildings 3/29/2022 7:44 PM

63 Help strengthen relationships between city and schools including youth training and services 3/29/2022 5:24 PM

64 Lower property taxes!!! Less support to MTD. It’s inflated and top heavy. Busses are almost
empty and they’re ruining our streets. Let university subsidize student transportation.

3/29/2022 5:23 PM

65 Start developing Main and Vine. Also work on tearing down abandonned houses. I saw several
while working for the census in Urbana.

3/28/2022 5:27 PM

66 Arts and Culture MUST be a part of the City's visioning for relief and support. 3/28/2022 2:58 AM

67 As above re free walk in "living toom" counseling, a la McLean Co Triage Center 3/27/2022 9:00 PM
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68 I like the idea of building the wellness center. 3/26/2022 7:54 PM

69 n/a 3/25/2022 2:38 PM

70 Urbana's Parks Health and Wellness initiative. 3/22/2022 3:18 PM

71 More running/biking friendly neighborhoods that lack streetlights and sidewalks 3/21/2022 7:27 PM

72 Programs for affordable pet care or dental work 3/21/2022 6:28 PM

73 Muchas de las familias que viven actualmente en casas móviles están interesados en
comprar casa pero no cuentan con suficientes medios económicos para cubrir un pago inicial
(down payment). Urbana necesita tener un fondo de ayuda para quienes están comprando
casa por primera vez. Hay muchas familias que viven y trabajan en nuestra comunidad y
quieren seguir siendo parte de ella.

3/21/2022 2:18 PM

74 Contract repair and annual cleaning of all sidewalks to local minority businss. 3/21/2022 11:49 AM

75 Help Urbana homeowners keep their homes by lowering the property tax rate. 3/18/2022 10:27 PM

76 Fits multiple priority areas: It would be a great opportunity to explore a Universal Basic Income
pilot program.

3/18/2022 3:00 PM

77 Safety issue - blighted neighborhood : The sidewalk on the north side of Crisis Nursery is a
personal injury accident waiting to happen. But that neighborhood has taken note of what is
happening at Crisis Nursery. Surrounding homes have planted gardens and tend their homes. A
Community Garden has been built across the street. Green space spreads hope and
tranquility. Please consider repairing that sidewalk.

3/18/2022 9:07 AM

78 Child care, jobs 3/18/2022 8:43 AM

79 no- infrastructure repair should be priority 3/18/2022 6:22 AM

80 Township office for essential housing and more 3/18/2022 4:32 AM

81 Na 3/17/2022 9:35 PM

82 Help business improve roads and streets . 3/17/2022 8:43 PM

83 No 3/17/2022 7:29 PM

84 More community solar. Sidewalks that comply with ADA requirements. 3/17/2022 4:00 PM

85 Child care facilities 3/17/2022 3:28 PM

86 No 3/17/2022 3:20 PM

87 Work for welfare programs that benefit the city like clean up, help for animals etc 3/17/2022 2:44 PM

88 Vocational programs 3/17/2022 1:25 PM

89 No 3/17/2022 1:19 PM

90 bike lanes or any other improvements to help reduce car traffic 3/17/2022 11:22 AM

91 The Champaign County fairground has become a bad neighbor. The races are loud and affect
nearby residents, and the schedule has not even been available online to know when they will
be taking place. I don’t know if this is a problem this funding would solve but if there is a way
to negotiate or reach an agreement about what activities take place there, that would be
amazing. Could the city purchase and annex the fairgrounds? The income from the Carle
parking arrangement could then go the the city. The fair is one of the things to endure that
creates a lot of noise, traffic and litter, and the fair board seems inaccessible and out of touch,
and not respectful at all to nearby residents. Second idea - work with the township to
accelerate the replacing of the bridge and reworking the road on Country Club between
Cunningham and Lincoln. It is getting more and more traffic who use that as a east/west route
and dangerous for bicyclists and pedestrians.

3/17/2022 10:02 AM

92 Sweet Corn Festival. Street parties in summer. Community events are a good thing. 3/17/2022 9:45 AM

93 No 3/17/2022 9:31 AM

94 I do. I recently purchased a home in Urbana because of the proactive community 3/17/2022 9:26 AM
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commitments to accessibility, equity, and human rights, all of which are important to me as a
queer person of color in tune with the ways cities often disregard basic elements of safety.
Since moving here, it has been painful to see senior community residents and people with
disabilities specifically and the general community more generally in Historic East Urbana
struggle to get from one point to another because of sidewalks that are at best not leveled and
slick with water, moss, and the like and at worst basically unusable. Though I thought this was
just an issue on my block, getting to know the neighborhood and surrounding areas makes it
clear that accessibility and physical safety of the most vulnerable in our community are not a
priority for the city of Urbana. Having done research, I’ve learned that this is both a contentious
issue in terms of resident preference for materials, and the city has for nearly 20 years (!!)
claimed that there are no funds to attend to these. Given the now available funds, it seems
important to prioritize these long standing physical infrastructure concerns. To see people with
disabilities and senior resort to walking on the strewn not only in winter, but also in spring and
summer seems like a ticking legal liability for the city. I’m hoping that ten years from now the
excuse won’t be that these can’t be fixed because of costly lawsuits against the city for
violations against the Americans with Disabilities Act.

95 Although city is different from park district and school district, both of those are highly unequal
in their ammenities/schools by neighborhood. Work with these bodies on equity changes that
are real via providing funds for projects affiliated with poorer schools and parks.

3/17/2022 9:19 AM

96 I feel so overwhelmed by all the needs, I can't seem to settle on solutions that might actually
work. I can offer that the lack of mental health services the past years has hurt my family. A
community with new buildings dedicated to cancer, orthopedic, brain health but not to mental
health tells a story. We are told to call 911 so that the police offer help--the best source of
mental health counseling ??

3/17/2022 9:01 AM

97 Affordable clean drinking water and for the company who is creating a smell in east Urbana to
move.

3/16/2022 8:19 PM

98 Have the City government lead on a PUD approval for the parking lots south of Illinois St.
Spend (or promise to spend) only enough money on development as is necessary to attract a
developer to come in and pay for the rest.

3/16/2022 4:16 PM

99 Buy the farm land that is for sale by Menards east of the city and turn it into native prairie.
Something like Meadowbrook.

3/16/2022 3:06 PM

100 No. 3/16/2022 12:43 PM

101 I would like to see more opportunities for housing people living in mobile homes to live closer
and in a more walkable part of town. There really are not a lot of options for housing and we
need to push aside this, "only rich Directors/Faculty" can live next to Carle or the University.
Can we invest in housing and filling the housing gap? Reduce barriers to start neighborhood
businesses in all neighborhoods? Let people see Urbana as a home to their great idea and not
a hard "no."

3/16/2022 12:26 PM

102 N/A 3/16/2022 10:47 AM

103 Reestablish the UHS home building training program to provide students hands on experience
building a home each year. This program would address all of the priority areas as these
homes would provide affordable housing, which positively impacts social services and
economic development and with the latest technologies these homes would improve the health
of residents and address sustainability with net zero homes.

3/16/2022 9:42 AM

104 Continuing to increase the center of gravity and interest downtown 3/16/2022 8:23 AM

105 Sidewalks replaced in west Urbana. Potholes filled. Repair and upgrade the civic center so it
can reopen.

3/16/2022 8:10 AM

106 help for those being release from prison so they can be productive citizens 3/16/2022 8:06 AM

107 Sidewalks 3/16/2022 6:21 AM

108 Education programs. We need more police officers firemen nurses teachers. Help prepare
people for these jobs. We have a nursing shortage. Travel nurses make the most money and
local facilities don't have enough people to hire. Help fund schooling for nurses that commit to
working in the area.

3/15/2022 9:42 PM

109 partnering with other entities that work with families & youth (schools, park district, library) is 3/15/2022 5:46 PM
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important; doing so helps to strengthen needed & effective services without duplication

110 Expanded path networks for walking and biking safely for recreation and especially
transportation. Extending the KRT. Safer streets for pedestrians in high traffic/conflict areas.

3/15/2022 12:57 PM

111 I'd like to see more investment in making the area a place where the students/staff/faculty who
come here to study...study and then want to stay. To do that, I think there ought to be a plan
for economic investment and development, culture, and arts that draws people in.

3/15/2022 11:58 AM

112 DEI training for business owners, especially with regard to hiring and supporting employees 3/15/2022 11:20 AM

113 A few years ago the city council approved 5 new officers to combat the growing violence.
Since then- 1 was cut in the budget. 2 became SROs, and 1 became the mental health officer.
That leaves only 1 officer from the original 5. You need to replace the ones that they lost on
the street. Isn’t the school/ Roscrance paying for 3 of them??? I know this money won’t be
refilled, but adding officers is never permanent because of how many leave each year for
retirement among other reasons. I.e. if they are allotted for 59 and you hire 2 more (now 61) it
won’t take long for 2 officers to leave to be back at 59. Hiring/training a new officer takes
around a year before they can help combat the violence. We need to approve more hires above
the allotted amount to overlap anyone leaving the department.

3/15/2022 6:50 AM

114 All health care workers should get a bonus. 3/14/2022 11:09 PM

115 Urbana has no movie theaters, bowling alleys, mini-golf, under 21 clubs, trampoline parks. We
don’t have a great ice cream place either. Other than our parks and drinking, what can
someone do for fun here?

3/14/2022 9:51 PM

116 No. 3/14/2022 8:34 PM

117 The city could hire trained humanists to help address human needs and develop strategies for
communicating with its people.

3/14/2022 7:03 PM

118 Gun violence. The increase in violent crime, especially gun violence, is alarming. This is
almost certainly related to the pandemic. As a citizen, I will be very disappointed if a
substantial quantity of these funds is not spent on the issue of violent crime associated with
the pandemic.

3/14/2022 7:03 PM

119 Beautification and gathering spaces that are usable year-round 3/14/2022 6:57 PM

120 How are we helping the poorest among us? Food security? Meaningful youth programming?
Accessible mental health services? Free housing for folks in a bind?

3/14/2022 5:34 PM

121 More active job placement and activity programs for teens in the community. 3/14/2022 5:09 PM

122 Incentive pay for essential city workers (i.e. all of Public Works) who worked through the
pandemic like building infrastructure, plowing roads, etc.

3/14/2022 4:57 PM

123 Give back to the employees that worked through the pandemic 3/14/2022 4:49 PM

124 Repave West Evergreen Court. The street is in terrible shape, but is heavily used by
pedestrians as there is no sidewalk.

3/14/2022 12:07 PM
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Q5 What specific goal(s) or outcome(s) would you like to see achieved
with this money?
Answered: 236 Skipped: 310

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I would like to see a space where the whole community could participate in healthy activities
and recreation at a low cost to them.

4/14/2022 10:03 PM

2 Provide more places for kids and families to hang out. 4/14/2022 9:10 PM

3 Facilitate recovery and future growth for all our residents with a balance of investment in short
term recovery and longer-term economic strength (i.e. through infrastructure investment)

4/14/2022 3:21 PM

4 Outreach to retail stores to emphasize low carbon impact products 4/14/2022 3:14 PM

5 Less rent charged, more accessible housing financially 4/14/2022 3:12 PM

6 1. End to homelessness in Urbana. 2. A significant narrowing of the gap in race based quality
of life discrepancies in Urbana (see the 8 factors outlined in the article by Professor Sundiata
Cha-Jua News-Gazette 3/26-27/22. 3. I support the proposed UPD Health and Wellness Center
4. Youth programs and job training.

4/13/2022 4:50 PM

7 I hope that those who are most in need in our community will receive the greatest benefit. The
African American community that lives north of University Avenue is one of those groups. The
woman with the darkest skin is always the one with the most challenges and greatest needs.
Make her a priority. I am very prolife and would like to see many social programs that will
provide for free health care and education from conception to high school, as well as
addressing other needs that prevent a person from achieving their potential when not
addressed. This is a lot of money and I hope that it will be spent carefully and wisely. That
said, I do not have the expertise to suggest specific programs and am grateful to those of you
who do. I'm trusting you to do your very best and target those most in need.

4/13/2022 12:07 PM

8 Reduce inequities in wealth and health outcomes 4/10/2022 9:40 PM

9 I would like this money to create long-term improvements for the workers and demographic
groups worst affected by wealth inequality and the pandemic.

4/9/2022 7:12 PM

10 I would like to see us thoughtfully move towards the mid-future...to think ahead 50 or 100
years, and shape our city to be the best that it can be. i would like to see us celebrate and
cultivate diverse views and diverse people. i would like equality to be at the forefront.

4/9/2022 6:48 PM

11 Better roads and bridges / safety for businesses 4/8/2022 4:48 PM

12 Helping the elderly - fixing pot holes. All of Urbana, don't just help the good homes and
neighborhoods, and don't put money in people's pockets that should be helping the
neighobrhood, just because they thought of the idea.

4/8/2022 4:47 PM

13 Longterm sustained benefits 4/8/2022 4:22 PM

14 Fix the streets 4/8/2022 12:32 PM

15 Better quality of living 4/8/2022 12:27 PM

16 Food pantry and housing 4/8/2022 12:25 PM

17 Food pantry and more housing 4/8/2022 12:24 PM

18 More stuff for the kids 4/8/2022 12:22 PM

19 Ayudar a la gente pobre 4/8/2022 12:19 PM

20 Our own Clean Energy & Clean Water 4/7/2022 1:21 PM

21 Better schooling and teachers paid for doing above and beyond their duties 4/7/2022 12:56 PM
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22 Use community service program to clean up city 4/7/2022 12:53 PM

23 Make Urbana BETTER 4/7/2022 12:33 PM

24 More outreach to all areas instead of specific economic classes 4/7/2022 12:30 PM

25 Establishing/maintaining safety nets 4/7/2022 12:19 PM

26 Better trained police - increase transparency 4/7/2022 12:17 PM

27 People thriving/address long-standing issues 4/7/2022 12:12 PM

28 More entertainment for the community 4/7/2022 12:11 PM

29 Affordable housing 4/7/2022 12:06 PM

30 que las personas que realmente lo necesitan lo sepan utilizar 4/7/2022 12:05 PM

31 More housing and food help 4/7/2022 12:02 PM

32 Families in the community get the help they need. 4/7/2022 12:01 PM

33 It should be distributed to meaningful things. 4/7/2022 11:36 AM

34 Get people homes 4/6/2022 4:44 PM

35 Help people have homes and food 4/6/2022 4:41 PM

36 Helping anyone that needs it, not spending it on things that the city doesn't need 4/6/2022 4:39 PM

37 Housing and Food 4/6/2022 4:32 PM

38 Help homeless people 4/6/2022 4:23 PM

39 Investment in projects that can be sustained outside of emergency funding by organizations
with resources that can maintain ongoing operations

4/6/2022 3:56 PM

40 Less violence and crime - I think this is more likely if people are adequately housed and have
appropriate social services.

4/6/2022 8:33 AM

41 The money should go to those who have persistently been ignored or struggled the most in
Urbana, not to another park in West or East Urbana where there are already well off people with
lots of public facilities. I say this as a resident of Ward 4. This is why I support workforce
training, violence prevention, and sewer upgrades/infrastructure in those areas and
populations.

4/5/2022 9:30 PM

42 A more prosperous downtown. 4/5/2022 6:08 PM

43 Reduction in violent crimes; less unemployment; less trash on streets 4/5/2022 6:06 PM

44 Rather than making a few big bets with this money, which rarely pan out, I'd like to see a lot of
small bets to see where we can get the most bang for the buck, then replicate those types of
things to make bigger changes over the long run.

4/5/2022 5:00 PM

45 Approve the CDAP program into the City Contracting ASAP 4/5/2022 4:01 PM

46 Increase youth engagement through programs that teach a trade, a skill, or a career Increase
youth programming to decrease community violence

4/5/2022 3:26 PM

47 I would like to see it invested to help marginialized communities have permant locations with
access to social services and food within thier own communities.

4/5/2022 3:12 PM

48 Seeing the Support for Workforce Training program and rent assistance programs managed by
the township get money would be ideal for supporting long term pandemic recovery.

4/5/2022 2:49 PM

49 Better roads in our town and more support for public school teachers. 4/5/2022 2:38 PM

50 If possible, to help with the need for streets/sewer project completion as well as funds to
purchase equipment we don't currently possess to be more productive with the staffing
shortages and maintain an expected level of service.

4/5/2022 2:28 PM

51 A sustainable Health & Wellness Facility that is welcoming to all the residents of Urbana and
surrounding communities that will address a critical need that is currently lacking in Urbana.

4/5/2022 12:33 PM
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52 A safer community. Lets get Urbana back to the way it used to be 40 years ago when you
could safely walk around your neighborhood and enjoy this wonderful city.

4/5/2022 11:16 AM

53 Projects that result in a discernible, long term benefit to the community. 4/5/2022 10:38 AM

54 Assistance so that full funding will be available for the Urbana Park District Health & Wellness
facility.

4/4/2022 4:00 PM

55 Increased level of service to City residents; Greater focus on sustainability (i.e., triple-bottom
line approaches to problem-solving + greater focus on long-term planning); Less violent crime;
Increased standard of living for residents & City employees

4/4/2022 3:33 PM

56 Reduced gun violence. Improved pavement condition ratings. 4/4/2022 1:17 PM

57 More community-based businesses 4/1/2022 4:55 PM

58 Fun activities for teens! 4/1/2022 4:36 PM

59 Restore businesses that lockdowns hurt and prosecute Pritzker. 4/1/2022 4:30 PM

60 Safer, more sustainable local community 4/1/2022 4:27 PM

61 Activities for younger generation 4/1/2022 4:24 PM

62 I would like to see more affordable updated (if not new) housing (apartments, condos,
townhomes) for single professionals. It seems as though the options are student housing,
renting an old house that needs MAJOR updates/renovations, or having to buy a place that
may decrease in value due to decreasing population.

4/1/2022 4:16 PM

63 Increase recreational opportunities (especially for youth) in our underserved neighborhoods. 4/1/2022 12:27 PM

64 I want to see all homeless youth have the opportunity for housing. 4/1/2022 12:09 PM

65 More skate parks. 4/1/2022 11:23 AM

66 Increase safety, reduce community violence, provide widespread quality internet access at
AFFORDABLE costs

4/1/2022 11:05 AM

67 Helping our community come together after years of learning and working remotely. 4/1/2022 10:52 AM

68 taking care of items on the city's "to do" list that would catch up maintenance for safety and
further economic development

4/1/2022 9:50 AM

69 breaking the cycle of poverty and providing effective mental health care to all 4/1/2022 9:29 AM

70 I want to see more opportunities for youth and adults, especially where there is a drought for
access to parks: park expansions, another recreation building, splash pads, etc.

4/1/2022 8:58 AM

71 Build a universal electric vehicle charging stations in the Lincoln Square parking lot. It will bring
business to Lincoln Square when people go to charge their vehicles.

4/1/2022 8:52 AM

72 Build a better community. One that looks forward on how to improve by looking at the past
missteps. Set example to areas around us of how to grow sustainably and be better.

4/1/2022 7:57 AM

73 I would like to see the Public Works department be compensated for remaining accessible and
continuing to perform their duties throughout the pandemic.

4/1/2022 7:05 AM

74 Build a skatepark 3/31/2022 6:36 PM

75 I would like to see our police department properly equipped and supported to reduce and solve
crimes; we should be partners with them not opponents. I would like to see some incremental
change in how we perceive public infrastructure and fund it accordingly to eliminate long-
standing mis-perceptions on what the true costs to operate and maintain this infrastructure is.

3/31/2022 6:10 PM

76 Reduced homeless population, thriving small local businesses, improved and greater access
to internet in minority neighborhoods

3/31/2022 5:43 PM

77 A safer community 3/31/2022 3:59 PM

78 The city on an improved financial footing; fund the building safety department as it should be;
coordinate with USD116 to create programs for children and teens that offer safe places to
learn and play; address issues of gun violence and domestic violence

3/31/2022 3:32 PM
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79 I would like to see equitable projects that will benefit all people but especially those most
disadvantaged which may have exasterbated by the Covid crisis

3/31/2022 3:15 PM

80 Less inequity. Poor and vulnerable are those that covid affected. Their recovery is most
important for the future.

3/31/2022 3:12 PM

81 To good use for our youth 3/31/2022 2:48 PM

82 I would like the community safer 3/31/2022 11:13 AM

83 Increase the mental and physical well-being of our community 3/31/2022 8:50 AM

84 Revitalization of the downtown area to bring more money to Urbana so we can sustain on our
own and continue to provide for our residents for years to come!

3/31/2022 7:30 AM

85 Skatepark! 3/31/2022 5:23 AM

86 Help the small businesses and the people of Urbana. 3/31/2022 3:25 AM

87 Money actually reinvested into the community, rather than select large private enterprises and
prisons, etc. which do little to address local issues.

3/30/2022 8:58 PM

88 Skatepark 3/30/2022 6:39 PM

89 I would like to see a skatepark built using some of these funds since there is a large,
continuously growing, skate community within the CU area.

3/30/2022 5:40 PM

90 Urbana IL needs a skate park. 3/30/2022 4:32 PM

91 I want the community to be able to skate at the park comfortably and whenever we would like.
Meaning the lights. Some skaters like to go out at night and shred because they work
throughout the day and don’t have time to go.

3/30/2022 3:43 PM

92 As noted above, this money comes to the city as the result of a public health emergency. It
would be best used to help promote public health.

3/30/2022 2:54 PM

93 Helping the younger generation 3/30/2022 12:27 PM

94 Give Urbana a safe place for kids to skateboard 3/30/2022 12:19 PM

95 We are located in an area of Urbana that could highly benefit from a community center and
various services. We welcome a partnership with the city to make this project move ahead.

3/30/2022 12:16 PM

96 Keep investing in MTD 3/30/2022 11:45 AM

97 Increase morale and supplement workload of city staff. Provide financial relief to local
businesses. Provide various aid programs for citizens.

3/30/2022 11:31 AM

98 A skatepark! 3/30/2022 11:30 AM

99 A skate park for residents to enjoy and safely skate. It is an amazing sport and the community
deserves a safe place to skate with benches for observation

3/30/2022 11:28 AM

100 The main use of the funds should be directly public health related, and secondarily economic
for people whose jobs have been affected by COVID.

3/30/2022 11:17 AM

101 SKATEPARK/action sports park 3/30/2022 10:35 AM

102 I would love to see a skate park in Urbana, more beds and food for the homeless, and
affordable housing developments integrated in affluent parts of the city

3/30/2022 10:34 AM

103 A brand new park for urbana 3/30/2022 10:33 AM

104 I want to see the community grow and business thrive with a skatepark near them. 3/30/2022 10:18 AM

105 I would like to establish a safe place for people to ride there bike scooters and skateboards. A
place that is kid friendly! Welcoming people of all skill sets to to ride the ramps. The parks in
town now are all outdated and harder for people to ride that are showing up to a park for the
first time .

3/30/2022 10:17 AM

106 Skate park 3/30/2022 10:12 AM

107 A skatepark being built 3/30/2022 10:07 AM
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108 Sustainable infrastructure improvements and health benefits for the citizens of Urbana. 3/30/2022 10:00 AM

109 Urbana skatepark 3/30/2022 9:16 AM

110 I think a skate park in Urbana would significantly grow an already thriving community of
skaters who regularly use Champaign's skate parks. It would improve accessibility for Urbana
kids and residents without reliable transportation. Roller sports of all kinds utilize skateparks,
and these have been on the rise during covid because they are fun and challenging ways to
exercise safely without the significant barrier to entry of other team and organized sports or
gym memberships. Skateparks promote personal growth and perseverance, exercise and play,
passion and creativity. The friendships, support, and role modeling relationships that naturally
develop at a space like this can also be life changing especially for people who do not have
many welcoming safe places to go. It is one of the few places where it is not surprising to see
someone age 10 and 35 engaging on a shared passion. Urbana park district has an opportunity
to grow this community to reach more people and families that never considered skating,
making it more accessible, inclusive and better for everyone.

3/30/2022 9:12 AM

111 A more peaceful and less violent area with more people being accepted in the community 3/30/2022 9:11 AM

112 Skateparks being built can help keep the youth and sometimes even older people out of
trouble

3/30/2022 8:59 AM

113 To give a community that is here and begging to be cared for a safe place where they can go.
It’s a positive community that encourages setting goals, working for them, guiding each other
and achieving them through determination. And that’s all we’re asking in return. Thanks

3/30/2022 8:47 AM

114 I would love to see Urbana residents individually, and Urbana collectively, thrive in our recovery
from this pandemic, and have in place resources that make our community more resilient
going forward.

3/30/2022 8:27 AM

115 I would like to see a community skatepark built in Urban. 3/30/2022 8:15 AM

116 A new skatepark 3/30/2022 8:10 AM

117 Urbana having a skatepark 3/30/2022 8:02 AM

118 definitely would help improve local people who would like to come out and skate and it is also
an escape for a lot of people

3/30/2022 7:48 AM

119 The schools need need help, I work in Urbana, would love to live here too, but I won’t put my
children in the school district, so we live in Monticello because they have safe schools. Urbana
does not have safe schools. Fix it!

3/30/2022 7:42 AM

120 Just more people in the community feeling safe 3/30/2022 7:42 AM

121 a new skatepark 3/30/2022 7:21 AM

122 Skate park 3/30/2022 7:16 AM

123 1. Violence reduction--stop the shootings and killings on the streets of Urbana. 2. Create inter-
disciplinary programs that will provide mentoring and apprenticeship programs in a variety of
disciplines to give young people (teens) hope and a path for their future. 3. Make Urbana a
model of a sustainable city, resilient to all climate impacts. 4. Create an inter-disciplinary
program that touches on a number of categories above as a first-time homeowner program that
helps people buy their first home and provides job-training in the carpentry and other housing
arts trades. This could be aimed at both youth and adults, and even target recently
incarcerated individuals to give them future work opportunities.

3/29/2022 5:58 PM

124 Increase quality of life 3/29/2022 5:24 PM

125 Make Urbana more affordable to live in. Less focus on certain populations such as students
and minorities.

3/29/2022 5:23 PM

126 Helping or doing good all people of the community - using the money to benefit the most
people in the city not just a select few.

3/29/2022 4:39 PM

127 It should not pay public officials' salary or bonuses or go to panels or study groups. 3/29/2022 4:23 PM

128 Safe neighborhoods with thriving businesses that support our community by providing quality
jobs, goods, and services

3/29/2022 3:30 PM
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129 I would like the money not to fill the pockets of someone that does business with someone in
an elected position. Illinois has a reputation of corruption.

3/28/2022 8:30 PM

130 Lincoln Square getting more business 3/28/2022 5:27 PM

131 I'd like to see our success defined by measurable drops in the rate of gun violence, evictions,
incarceration, school violence, truancy, DV cases, unemployment, and police calls. I'd like to
see an increase in academic improvement for teens with IEPs, youth programs, college
readiness/rates of enrollment, trade training, food security, etc.

3/28/2022 2:58 AM

132 Except for the recreation center, I'd like to see the funds go as directly as possible to the
people who need it, as opposed to businesses and other wealthy individuals.

3/27/2022 7:11 PM

133 Reduced violence in community! Improved infrastructure protection from cyber attacks. More
use of nenewable energy.

3/27/2022 11:45 AM

134 access for all Urbana residents to food, housing, and health and wellness opportunities 3/27/2022 11:04 AM

135 A more connected and neighborly community, which makes us more resilient. 3/26/2022 8:56 PM

136 Support for people who have been hurt by the pandemic and those who have been displaced
by wars. Transportation so people can get to work. Support for stable housing so that people
have a base to work from to obtain work and support families.

3/25/2022 4:19 PM

137 Reduced community violence, more affordable housing for seniors and very low income
individuals,

3/24/2022 10:38 AM

138 Let's reduce crime by creating affordable housing, jobs that support a good standard of life,
supporting small business

3/22/2022 6:10 PM

139 Equitable utilization of resources 3/22/2022 6:05 PM

140 Funds to complete the UPD Health and Wellness Facility in addition to funds raised so far. Will
ameliorate post COVID public health and is located in a lower income area for ease of access
to those with fewer resources. Such a facility will also support long term economic growth as
an attractive addition to future residents and businesses.

3/22/2022 5:08 PM

141 Facilities located near residential areas. 3/22/2022 3:18 PM

142 See my answers above. 3/22/2022 10:14 AM

143 One specific goal I'd like to see achieved with this COVID Recovery Fund is a variety of
support systems available to parents throughout Urbana. In fact, supporting parents needs to
be a community priority. The impacts on the mental health of adults and children alike will not
be fully known for years to come, but there are countless studies (that I have researched
extensively through my master’s program in Psychology—Child & Adolescent Development)
that show that when the parent-child relationship is strong, children will have healthier
outcomes even when traumatic events (like this pandemic) occur in their lives. When EVERY
parent is equipped with tools to meet their child’s developmental needs and learns how to build
a secure attachment at every stage of development- ***Child abuse and neglect, mental
illness, aggression, teen pregnancy, teen suicide, and even crime decrease. ***Self-esteem
and academic achievement improve. ***Schools, neighborhoods and communities are safer.
***Children have healthier outcomes in their social, emotional, cognitive, and moral
development. These changes are not going to happen overnight and supporting parents is not
a "quick fix" answer to so many issues facing our children today--especially with all of the
challenges they face already compounded by the pandemic, but yet, the changes will happen
slowly throughout time and will be more effective with long-term community dedication. If
Urbana values their children…their children’s futures…and the overall well-being of their
community, then Urbana must rally around their parents now so that their children will thrive,
and this pandemic will not devastate this community for years to come!

3/22/2022 9:31 AM

144 More financial incentives for improving home efficiency 3/22/2022 9:16 AM

145 address issues of inequity regarding POC. We as a community need to have housing,
healthcare, safe schools and streets for all in our community to lift up the struggling and create
an equal playing field

3/21/2022 10:18 PM

146 More wiring for better internet, better pay for police officers, paramedics, firefighters and all
other first responders.

3/21/2022 7:23 PM
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147 An increase in affordable family housing available to all regardless of immigrant status. 3/21/2022 5:12 PM

148 Assistance for Urbana Park District’s Health and Wellness facility. It will meet community
needs of having a safe and affordable place for health programs and meet the needs of the
surrounding neighborhood for community outreach programming.

3/21/2022 2:21 PM

149 Mas apoyo a familias que desean establecerse permanentemente en Urbana. Apoyo a quienes
desean iniciar un negocio y apoyo a quienes desean comprar su primera casa.

3/21/2022 2:18 PM

150 To support under-served citizens and youth. Improve the health and wellness of Urbana's
citizens long-term.

3/21/2022 1:58 PM

151 Support from the City of Urbana via the ARPA funds to help build a public health and wellness
facility with the Urbana Park District. This kind of facility will provide indoor and outdoor
recreational activities and programs for the surrounding community and Urbana as a whole by
creating a community asset for future generations of Urbana residents. It will be a safe
community space that will allow for social, physical, intellectual, and environmental
programming, to name a few.

3/21/2022 1:51 PM

152 a walkable community people meeting each other socially 3/21/2022 11:49 AM

153 a vibrant Urbana 3/20/2022 4:40 PM

154 As much as I support helping people in need, I think the city should invest much more in
physical infrastructure instead of one-time funding.

3/20/2022 8:28 AM

155 More overall community projects to get people back together outside safely 3/20/2022 12:25 AM

156 Economic Development to provide jobs/income for more people. Services that give residents
positive support during their daily lives.

3/19/2022 11:55 AM

157 City of Urbana should prioritize leveraging ARPA funds maximally and reinvest them in our
streets & sidewalks, provide incentives for small businesses to set up here, and lower the
property tax rate.

3/18/2022 10:27 PM

158 Invest in projects for youth. 3/18/2022 1:50 PM

159 Investments in the city that future investment can build upon 3/18/2022 9:44 AM

160 Public Safety is first and foremost. Without a peaceful and safe society our economy and all
other areas will suffer.

3/18/2022 9:07 AM

161 Improve vax rate to blunt impact of surges. Begin to repair some of the social dysfunction
fueling gun violence, which is strongly connected to the pandemic's effects on schools and
other institutions. Recommit to school in person using all the tools now available: vax, test and
treat, masks when needed based on rates. Teachers should expect to work in person through
future surges, we can't afford the social cost of shutdowns. And I am a teacher who is very
COVID cautious.

3/18/2022 8:51 AM

162 Help people with not immigration status 3/18/2022 8:43 AM

163 better roads, repair/ replace city owned properties 3/18/2022 6:22 AM

164 Hate to see it wasted 3/18/2022 1:08 AM

165 Accessible and affordable Mental health services for adults AND children 3/17/2022 11:20 PM

166 We need transportation 3/17/2022 9:35 PM

167 Pay the workers that could not “work from home” and have been to work every day of this
pandemic with this fund.

3/17/2022 9:10 PM

168 Help to the community with rent and home owner assistance 3/17/2022 8:44 PM

169 Help train workers so jobs can be filled. Return monies that have no purpose 3/17/2022 8:43 PM

170 Better roads and more accessibility for those in wheelchairs. 3/17/2022 7:29 PM

171 Exterior infrastructure 3/17/2022 6:14 PM

172 Expanding the city, allowing tax breaks for more businesses to come in to town. 3/17/2022 5:47 PM
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173 Urbana is a better place because of it, more inclusive and thriving. 3/17/2022 4:38 PM

174 Help for middle income families. We often fall through the cracks of not being low enough
income to qualify for assistance but not making enough to really make it especially when the
unexpected happens.

3/17/2022 4:15 PM

175 Spend on traditional infrastructure aimed at improved sustainability across the city. Not just
select urbana neighborhoods. My street has no street lights and the road and sidewalks are a
disaster while other neighborhoods have enjoyed city funded improvements. I pay a lot in city
taxes but don't receive equitable improvements from the city.

3/17/2022 4:00 PM

176 Making Urbana better and safer 3/17/2022 3:41 PM

177 Better programs and resources 3/17/2022 3:28 PM

178 That the money is spent well and fait 3/17/2022 3:26 PM

179 Fund the police. Gun crime at all time high, police need more support than ever. 3/17/2022 3:04 PM

180 It arrived late but encourage people to get back to work and help small business recover 3/17/2022 2:44 PM

181 Prevention of COVID transmission in indoor settings (filtration and air exchange). 3/17/2022 1:59 PM

182 build a better sense of cooperation in the community 3/17/2022 1:55 PM

183 More opportunities for people to learn a trade or a vocation. 3/17/2022 1:25 PM

184 although there are many needs in the community, for this specific kind of grant pandemic
response and climate change mitigation/preparedness seem most pressing to me

3/17/2022 11:22 AM

185 Prepare for the next catastrophic event 3/17/2022 10:24 AM

186 Not just getting back to normal, but using the money to achieve goals beyond where we were
before. Addressing infrastructure needs before they become dire.

3/17/2022 10:02 AM

187 Would like to see our fountain come alive again. 3/17/2022 9:45 AM

188 Apoyo a la comunidad y crecimiento económico igualitario 3/17/2022 9:31 AM

189 Literally people being able to walk the areas closest to downtown without compromising their
dignity and safety.

3/17/2022 9:26 AM

190 I would like to see a more economically diverse urbana, with money invested in local
neighborhoods that have higher need.

3/17/2022 9:19 AM

191 Access to Mental Health care. Continued revitalizing downtown and Philo Rd. Support for
working moms. Affordable housing--

3/17/2022 9:01 AM

192 Clean water and air. 3/16/2022 8:19 PM

193 Support local grassroots organizations that directly impact and help individuals locally. 3/16/2022 6:09 PM

194 More street segments that are comfortable to walk and bike on. More renewable energy
installations.

3/16/2022 4:16 PM

195 People who are most impacted by the challenges should be front and center in deciding what
the solutions should be.

3/16/2022 3:04 PM

196 Reward the people who continued to come into work despite the risks. 3/16/2022 2:31 PM

197 I would like to see infrastructure improved/repaired. 3/16/2022 12:43 PM

198 Low(er) income housing near campus, business opportunities in existing neighborhoods, safe
and comfortable transportation connections. Bike from Ivanhoe Estates to Flex-N-Gate or
Supervalu...It is nearly impossible. Really dangerous if you have a night shift.

3/16/2022 12:26 PM

199 Please fix all the horrible potholes in the streets all over town. 3/16/2022 12:04 PM

200 To definitely focus on helping the community more 3/16/2022 10:47 AM

201 A vocational program at UHS where at least one affordable net zero home is built each ear. 3/16/2022 9:42 AM

202 Lifting more families out of immediate poverty and the cycle of poverty 3/16/2022 8:23 AM
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203 Fewer people homeless. 3/16/2022 8:06 AM

204 Sidewalks 3/16/2022 6:21 AM

205 better lives for the most needy 3/15/2022 10:29 PM

206 Don't squander it. Make an impact. 3/15/2022 9:42 PM

207 I would like to see the urbana community thrive as a whole, presenting the money with projects
and ideas that benefit the entire city. Those new creative ideas other cities won't try because
of fear of hurting the upperclass. I want our community to truly work together so everyone can
simply have a fighting chance of survival.

3/15/2022 9:32 PM

208 1. Reinforce the reality of Urbana being a welcoming place for immigrants and refugees. 2.
"Harden" public infrastructure so that buildings can continue to be used safely by both staff
and the public in future pandemics and current endemics.

3/15/2022 6:10 PM

209 Reducing the amount of poverty in our city and thereby increasing the economic activity in our
city to generate more revenue for services to continue to uplift those that are overlooked and
underserved. Additionally and perhaps more importantly, a reduction in poverty will lead to a
reduction in crime.

3/15/2022 6:05 PM

210 A community recovery from the pandemic. Many people, young people especially, lost
valuable and rewarding experiences when they were locked out of school and activities.

3/15/2022 6:03 PM

211 Neighborhoods feel alive & safe again; youth are engaged & have access to positive adults;
families have adequate shelter; businesses feel supported

3/15/2022 5:46 PM

212 Establish permanent facilities that can be used year-round to give shelter and food to families
and individuals dealing with homelessness.

3/15/2022 5:34 PM

213 Equity for those in our community who have been marginalized for too long. A healthier, more
sustainable community that holistically mitigates the impacts of climate change.
Decarbonizing energy sources.

3/15/2022 12:57 PM

214 Goals: (1) turn a transient community into a thriving community; (2) invest in the people here
who own houses/businesses to make these better for the community; (3) use research to
inform planning.

3/15/2022 11:58 AM

215 More people being able to live and work in Urbana; More businesses moving into town;
Businesses being encourage to employ a more diverse workforce

3/15/2022 11:20 AM

216 Direct action, funds to community organizations already doing this work (including mutual aid) 3/15/2022 10:58 AM

217 I'd like to see us better prepared for the rest of this pandemic as well as any future pandemics. 3/15/2022 10:54 AM

218 Safety. More safety = more tax revenue because people aren’t scared it be in town and shop. 3/15/2022 6:50 AM

219 Help people directly 3/15/2022 5:51 AM

220 A safe community for all residents regardless of race that is thriving more economically 3/15/2022 1:56 AM

221 Make up for the dearth of city services and maintenance for the past few years. 3/15/2022 1:06 AM

222 Less crime. Improve infrastructure (water mains, sewer lines, roads, schools) 3/14/2022 10:36 PM

223 Use it for our people and our city, and make it something good! 3/14/2022 9:51 PM

224 Community Center Space that is more open to the public and central to downtown. Possibly
changing the space owned near the middle of downtown Urbana...

3/14/2022 9:04 PM

225 Children safe, given appropriate housing, mental healthcare, childcare, and appropriately sized
classrooms so they can learn and get the individualized attention they deserve.

3/14/2022 8:58 PM

226 I want to see more people employed, have affordable and reliable housing, have appropriate
health care, and be able to meet basic human needs without going into debt.

3/14/2022 8:48 PM

227 We need to provide solutions for VERY long-term problems in this city. I'm quite tired of the
same issues confronting the city year after year after year. Let's go for the long-term fix.

3/14/2022 8:34 PM

228 I'd like to see the city and it's citizens get to better than normal. Normal hasn't worked so well
for many of us.

3/14/2022 7:09 PM
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229 Reduction in violence 3/14/2022 7:03 PM

230 My biggest concern is that the City will take years to spend these funds and impose a
complicated and time-consuming RFP process. The COVID-19 pandemic and it impacts on our
society were acute and are ongoing. The funds should be spent quickly and efficiently for it to
have the impact our community needs.

3/14/2022 7:03 PM

231 To help Urbana move forward as it was prepandemic 3/14/2022 6:57 PM

232 Help the PEOPLE in the community, not just pad the pockets of departments and agencies--
fund grassroots efforts, not only large non-profits.

3/14/2022 5:34 PM

233 Financial support for households, expanded recreation activities, and investment in sustainable
energy

3/14/2022 4:58 PM

234 Give your employees the money for the great work they did throughout the pandemic 3/14/2022 4:49 PM

235 Fund the Urbana Police Department. More officers, updated equipment, and newer technology. 3/14/2022 4:46 PM

236 The money should be used for "one and done" projects that do not require continuing program
support.

3/14/2022 12:07 PM




